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Introduction 
 
It should come as no surprise that weight loss products are often among the highest sellers for 
dietary supplement companies.  In the United States, over 60% of adults over 20 years of age are 
either obese or overweight.2  For this majority of the population, the idea of incorporating a 
dietary supplement into their current routine as either an alternative to significant lifestyle 
changes, or as a way of speeding up results from moderate or even minor lifestyle changes, can 
be very appealing.   
 
The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) have identified the weight loss area as an area of particular interest, especially when it 
comes to substantiation of claims.  While the majority of dietary supplement companies advertise 
their products responsibly, the FTC has noted that it can sometimes appear as if “misleading 
weight loss advertising is everywhere, preying on consumers desperate for an easy solution.”  In 
order to avoid having difficulties with the FDA or FTC, dietary supplement companies should 
take care to use only appropriate weight loss claims on their products, and to ensure that they 
have adequate substantiation for any such claims.     
 
FDA/FTC Regulatory Scheme Applicable to Dietary Supplements   
 
The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) governs the types of claims that can be 
made for dietary supplements.  Under the FDCA, dietary supplement labeling and advertising 
may include claims about the supplement's effect on the structure or function of the human body 
(i.e. “structure/function claims”), provided that certain requirements are met.3  One of these 
requirements is that the manufacturer must have substantiation that the claim is truthful and not 
misleading.4  If the manufacturer does not have appropriate substantiation, the claims are 
considered false or misleading under FDCA, and cause the product to be “misbranded” pursuant 
to sections 403(a)(1) and 403(r)(6)(B) of the FDCA.5  Once a dietary supplement is considered 
                                                 
1 Ms. Gray would like to thank Nilda M. Tulla-Isidro, associate at Goodwin Procter LLP, New York, NY, for her 
assistance with this article.  This article does not constitute legal advice, and you are advised to seek legal advice 
regarding specific product claims.  This article may be considered attorney advertising in some states.  The opinions 
stated herein do not necessarily represent the opinions of Goodwin Procter LLP or its clients. 
2 http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/overwt.htm 
3 21 U.S.C. 343(r)(6)(A). 
4 21 U.S.C. § 343(r)(6)(B). 
5 21 U.S.C. § 343(a)(1), (r)(6)(B). 
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misbranded, it is a violation of the FDCA to introduce it or deliver it for introduction into 
interstate commerce.6  
 
The FTC also regulates all advertising, including dietary supplement advertising, pursuant to the 
Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA).  The FTCA requires that all advertising be truthful, and 
not deceptive or misleading.  Like the FDA, FTC requires all claims to be adequately 
substantiated.  The FTC’s standard for substantiation is “competent and reliable scientific 
evidence.”  Unfortunately, no precise and consistent definition of “competent and reliable 
scientific evidence” has been applied, and of course, this is a highly fact-specific inquiry.  
Indeed, some recent consent orders issued by FTC have put forth a rather high standard in those 
particular matters:  “at least two adequate and well-controlled human clinical studies of the 
product, or of an essentially equivalent product, conducted by different researchers, 
independently of each other, that conform to acceptable designs and protocols and whose results, 
when considered in light of the entire body of relevant and reliable scientific evidence, are 
sufficient to substantiate that the representation is true.”7  While this high standard is not 
expected to be applied in all cases, proactive companies need to be aware of evolving scientific 
evidence on the ingredients present in their products, as well as recent FTC and FDA rulings and 
guidance. 
 
The FTC has defined “essentially equivalent product” as a product that “contains the identical 
ingredients, except for inactive ingredients (e.g., inactive binders, flavors, preservatives, colors, 
fillers, excipients), in the same form and dosage, and with the same route of administration (e.g., 
orally, sublingually), as the covered product; provided that the covered product may contain 
additional ingredients if reliable scientific evidence generally accepted by experts in the field 
demonstrates that the amount and combination of additional ingredients is unlikely to impede or 
inhibit the effectiveness of the ingredients in the essentially equivalent product.”8  This all adds 
up to a strong regulatory scheme for the substantiation of dietary supplement claims, including 
weight loss claims.   
 
Weight Loss Claims in Dietary Supplements 
 
Most companies in the dietary supplement industry produce healthful products with reasonable 
claims that help people live healthier everyday lives.  Some companies, however, make weight 
loss claims that are too good to be true, which is not only unfair to consumers but can also 
unfairly injure the reputation of the industry as a whole.  The FTC’s website expresses a strong 
attitude towards some particular weight loss claims which they state cannot be substantiated 
properly, particularly with some of the more extreme weight loss claims in dietary supplements, 
noting: 
 

Despite claims to the contrary, there are no magic bullets or effortless ways to 
burn off fat. The only way to lose weight is to lower caloric intake and/or increase 

                                                 
6 21 U.S.C. § 331(a). 
7 See, e.g. Agreement Containing Consent Order, In the matter of Nestle Healthcare Nutrition, Inc., FTC File No. 
092-3007 (May 18, 2010), available at http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/0923087/100714nestleorder.pdf. 
8 Id. 
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physical activity. Claims for diet products or programs that promise weight loss 
without sacrifice or effort are bogus. And some can even be dangerous.  
 
These facts do not keep fraudulent advertisers from preying on consumers and 
reaping billions of dollars each year. While the scams may vary (for example, 
pills, patches, clips, body wraps, insoles or “diet teas”), the claims are almost 
always the same - dramatic, effortless weight loss without diet or exercise.9 
   

The FTC has also identified certain weight loss claims that it always considers to be false and 
unsubstantiated, regardless of the specific product at issue.10  These claims include the following: 

 Cause weight loss of two pounds or more a week 
for a month or more without dieting or exercise;  

 Cause substantial weight loss no matter what or 
how much the consumer eats;  

 Cause permanent weight loss (even when the 
consumer stops using product);  

 Block the absorption of fat, carbohydrates, or calories to enable 
consumers to lose substantial weight;11  

 Safely enable consumers to lose more than three 
pounds per week for more than four weeks;  

 Cause substantial weight loss for all users.  

 
Reasonable manufacturers of course make reasonable weight loss claims, and all manufacturers 
are encouraged to refrain from using the above claims on their products.  However, as scientific 
research has evolved, the data has become increasingly clear that we should be encouraging 
Americans to live a healthy lifestyle and lose excessive weight, and certain dietary supplements 
can play a helpful role in this process.  Given these facts, at times the absolute nature of the 
FTC’s judgment of such dietary supplements can seem excessive to some, and of course the 
regulatory scheme should evolve with the science when a dietary supplement product is shown to 
be useful in supporting weight loss efforts.  For example, recent research suggests that an alpha-
amylase inhibitor from the common white bean can block absorption of carbohydrates in the 
digestive tract.12  It remains to be seen to what extent, and how quickly, the FTC’s view of such 
claims will evolve with the ongoing scientific research.   

                                                 
9 http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/microsites/redflag/falseclaims.html 
10 http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/microsites/redflag/falseclaims.html; see also 
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/consumer/health/hea03.shtm 
11 The FDA has also issued warning letters stating that such claims lack substantiation.  See, e.g., Warning Letter for 
Weight Loss Products “CarboGetic™,” “Metabo Fat Blocker™,” and “Extreme Carb Blocker” (October 25, 2004), 
http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/ComplianceEnforcement/ucm188743.htm.  
12 M. Barrett, J. Udani, A proprietary alpha-amylase inhibitor from white bean (Phaseolus vulgaris): A 
review of clinical studies on weight loss and glycemic control, Nutrition Journal 2011, 10:24. 
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Regulatory Action With Respect to Substantiation of Weight Loss Claims 
 
The particular target of FDA/FTC scrutiny with respect to substantiation of weight loss claims 
has evolved over the past few years, but at any given time, regulatory action has tended to cluster 
around particular groups of products.  For example, in April 2004, FDA issued warning letters to 
16 dietary supplement distributors making claims for weight loss products, most of which 
claimed to block starch, carbohydrates, and fat calories, while maintaining that consumers would 
lose weight without any changes in lifestyle.13  In 2009, FTC brought charges against various 
individuals and companies for unsubstantiated weight loss claims relating to dietary supplements 
with hoodia.14  In 2011, FTC’s focus was on weight loss claims relating to dietary supplements 
containing acai berry.  In April 2011, FTC sought to enjoin the allegedly deceptive practices of 
10 operations marketing acai berry weight loss products, and also sought to freeze these entities’ 
assets pending trial.15  Later on, in December 2011, FTC filed an eleventh case based on similar 
facts.16     
     
The consequences of such actions against dietary supplement manufacturers can be quite severe.  
Possible outcomes include monetary judgments (which can range in the millions of dollars), 
forfeiture of assets, being banned from making any future weight loss claims with respect to any 
products, and even being banned from the dietary supplement industry.17  In addition to 
repercussions for the company, corporate officers may be held personally liable in such actions.18 
 
What Dietary Supplement Companies Can Do to Ensure Compliance  
 
While the requirements imposed by the regulatory scheme can appear complex and at times even 
onerous to some, dietary supplement companies can take certain steps to ease the burden of 
compliance.  One option is to hire consultants who can design and conduct studies to establish 
competent and reliable scientific evidence.  In some cases, these consultants may already 
maintain research that can be used to help substantiate a product’s claims.  This option can 
reduce the burden, both in terms of monetary cost as well as time and effort, required to comply 
with the regulatory scheme.  However, if a company chooses to partner with a consultant for 
research purposes, it is critical to investigate the consultant’s credentials and credibility, as the 
scientific community is not immune to fraud.19  Call your legal counsel before engaging a 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
13 http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Testimony/ucm113767.htm 
14 See http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/11/stella.shtm 
15 http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/04/fakenews.shtm 
16 http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/12/leanspa.shtm 
17 http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/11/stella.shtm  
18 See, e.g., FTC v. Medlab, Inc., 615 F. Supp. 2d 1068 (N.D. Cal. 2009). 
19 http://mobile.nutraingredients-usa.com/Research/Influential-MD-Anderson-natural-products-researcher-under-
investigation-for-alleged-research-
fraud/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2BDaily&c=P0p12DYqV
AfkAX5D8r9qiA%3D%3D 
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consultant and speak to members of reputable trade associations like the Council for Responsible 
Nutrition (CRN) in order to obtain referrals to legitimate and well-regarded consultants.   
 
The website for the National Institutes of Health, Office of Dietary Supplements (NIH/ODS), 
can be a good source of information on the research-based science of many dietary supplement 
ingredients.20  NIH/ODS funds most of the United States-based research on dietary supplements, 
investing approximately $250-300 million a year on scientific research.  The research includes 
basic botany and chemistry, pre-clinical and clinical research and population surveys to explore 
patterns of use.  NIH/ODS has sponsored over a dozen systematic reviews on such topics as 
multivitamins and chronic disease prevention, and on health outcomes associated with calcium 
and vitamin D.21   
  
The FTC also looks askance on any claims that may seem “too good to be true,” as well as any 
ads with “particularly glowing” testimonials.22  Scaling back on these types of claims is good 
advice, and in particular, we recommend that companies maintain a healthy dose of skepticism 
when working with advertising companies.  Many advertising companies are not as mindful of 
the substantiation requirements as you need to be, and the potential consequences of failure to 
comply with those requirements can be severe.   
 
The line between acceptable claims and improper claims is not always clear, and you need to do 
your homework – you can't simply rely on competitor claims.  Moreover, as many advertising 
agencies are not aware of recent court decisions or agency guidance, you can't rely solely on 
advertising firms to create your ads and labeling:  hire a lawyer who has experience in the dietary 
supplement industry and can guide you in developing valid claims and assist in distinguishing 
valid claims from improper ones, maintaining your company’s good reputation and preventing 
unwanted future issues with the FDA or FTC.     
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
20 http://ods.od.nih.gov 
21 http://ods.od.nih.gov/Research/Evidence-Based_Review_Program.aspx 
22 http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/microsites/redflag/whatyoucando.html 
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Congress, in its passage of the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 2004 
(FALCPA) found that an estimated two percent (2%) of adults and five percent (5%) of infants 
and children suffer to some degree from a food-related allergy. The Congressional estimate was 
based on confirmed diagnosis by a treating physician. Of these approximately seven million 
(7,000,000)  allergic Americans, roughly nine percent (9%), or thirty-thousand (30,000), will 
experience an allergic reaction each year. Further, of this group, one hundred and fifty (150) will 
die from that reaction.1 
 
Food allergens are found in proteins. These proteins are highly resistant to heat (cooking), acid 
(found in the stomach), and enzymes (released in the intestines). Having survived the digestive 
tract, they find their way into the bloodstream where they are transported to the body’s internal 
organs and a cascade of internal reactions can occur. For people with food allergies, their bodies 
essentially confuse the protein, called an immunoglobulin E (IgE)  as a foreign invader. To meet, 
and the invaders being carried through the blood stream, the body releases significant numbers of 
mast cells, full of histamines, from various locations. When the IgE and the mast cells carrying 
the histamines meet, they produce the allergic reaction. The more body-systems involved in the 
battle, the more severe the reaction. When multiple body systems react simultaneously, the body 
can go into severe anaphylactic shock. Complications for allergic reactions are typically 
minimal, passing quickly but severe anaphylactic shock can (and for some unfortunate people, 
does) ultimately result in death.2  
 
According to experts in the field, and most notably, the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network, 
food allergy related illness and death is entirely preventable through simple, cost effective 
means. Unfortunately, there are no successful medical prophylactic measures; no vaccines or 
medicines to prevent reactions.  But an allergic population is theoretically capable of preventing 
an allergic occurrence by strict avoidance of the protein(s) to which they are allergic. In order to 
maintain a successful strategy of strict avoidance, those affected must adopt intentional 
unrelenting practices that include carefully reading of ingredient labels, and refusing to eat 
products that lack a nutritional label. In the rare case of accidental exposure, it’s also 
recommended that those allergic wear an ID bracelet that indicates their food allergy, and 
keep a epinephrine pen (epi-pen) on their person at all times.3   
 
Because the most successful strategy available to food allergy suffers is avoidance through 
careful review of product labels, the Federal Government maintains a significant public interest 
in the regulation of required disclosures on food and supplement labels, particularly with regard 
to potential allergens. In 1938 Congress passed the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&CA). 
This act outlines label requirements for foods and dietary supplements and establishes the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as the Federal department to administer and enforce the 
act’s requirements.  
 

                                                            
1 Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 2004 §202 
2 “Introductions to Food Allergies” MedicineNet.com Web Site Available at: 
http://www.medicinenet.com/food_allergy/article.htm#reactions 
3 Frequently asked questions. The Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network Web site. Available at: 
www.foodallergy.org/questions.html.  
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In 1994 Congress passed the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA). DSHEA 
defines “dietary supplements” and ingredients and classifies them as foods. The Act established 
the Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS) inside of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and 
established a commission to recommend how to regulate health and nutrient content claims. 
DSHEA established specific label requirements for supplements.4 DSHEA also required 
manufacturers and marketers of supplements to ensure their safety. The Act permitted the FDA 
to both establish and enforce Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP’s), previously limited to 
foods, in order to reach the goal of safe manufacture and labeling.5   
 
By 2004 when FALCPA was enacted, the FDA’s regulatory authority over dietary supplement 
manufacture and labeling was well established. But FALCPA’s impact was felt dramatically for 
food and supplement manufacturers and marketers alike and its results were immediately evident 
on product labels.  FALCPA required marketers to describe any one of eight specific allergens 
present in products clearly, using the most common name of the allergenic food, and in the form 
of a “contains” statement included within the ingredient listing. (e.g, Contains eggs.) The “big 
eight” allergens covered by FALCPA are: milk, egg, fish, shellfish, tree nuts, wheat, peanuts, 
and soybeans. These, combined, represent an estimated ninety percent (90%) of all food 
allergies. Milk, egg, peanut and fish are the most common food allergies. While the vast majority 
of children outgrow infant allergies to eggs and milk, it’s rare for allergic infants or children to 
ever outgrow nut and fish allergies, thus making them a lifelong concern for those affected.6  
 
Although provided for in DSHEA over a decade earlier, in 2007 the FDA finalized its rules 
governing GMP’s for dietary supplements.  Prior to the 2007 rule making, supplements were 
governed by food GMP’s established under Title 21. The newly enacted GMP’s governing 
supplements (commonly referred to as current Good Manufacturing Practices or cGMP’s) 
imposed higher standards specifically tailored to the dietary supplement industry that included 
testing for raw materials received by a manufacturer prior to production. Interestingly, the FDA 
limited its testing requirement to the substantiation of the identity of raw materials and not 
allergen testing.7  
 
Under cGMP’s it became common best practice for manufacturers of food components (raw 
materials) to provide allergen statements making the required declaration of the presence of any 
of the big eight allergens within their products. However, manufacturers also began to adopt the 
voluntary practice of disclosing when these allergenic foods, though not included in a finished 
product, could have been present either on the same manufacturing lines or inside of the same 
manufacturing facility as the raw materials being provided for manufacture.8  
 
                                                            
4 Executive Summary, Dietary Supplement Health Education Act of 1994, Avaialabe at: 
http://www.health.gov/dietsupp/execsum.htm 
5 “Position Statement Dietary Supplement Good Manufacturing Practices Long Overdue”, Council of Responsible 
Nutrition Web Site. Available at: http://www.crnusa.org/pdfs/CRN_POS_GMPs_07.pdf 
6 Ortolani C, Pastorello EA. Food allergies and food intolerances. Best Practice and Research Clinical 
Gastroenterology. 2005;20(3):467‐483. 
7 “GMP’s for Dietary Supplements”, University of California at Berkley Wellness Web site. Available at: 
http://www.berkeleywellnessalerts.com/alerts/dietary_supplements/GMPs‐for‐dietary‐supplements343‐1.html 
8 “Components of an Effective Allergen Control Plan: A Framework for Food Processors”, The Food Allergy 
Research & Resource Program Available at: http://www.foodallergy.org/files/AllergenControlPlan.pdf  
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Manufacturers of raw materials and marketers of finished products are clearly required to 
disclose the presence of known allergens in food labels. However, they are not required to 
proactively  is test for these allergens under FALCPA, the FDC&A or even in Title 21’s Good 
Manufacturing Practices. Interestingly, in its Guidance documents, the FDA provides a 
compendium of test methods that are typically utilized by industry for allergenic proteins. 
However, the Guidance stops well short of recommending that manufacturers prophylactically 
employ such tests. Perhaps one of the reasons for that is the question of reliability. It’s certainly 
noteworthy that in the Guidance, the FDA described the importance for test manufacturers to 
validate their methods, but they themselves clarify that none of the various methods used to 
identify these proteins has been validated. 9   
 
Further, among the manufacturers of allergenic protein tests, there is continual discussion and 
debate as to the reliability of available technology to properly identify and quantify the presence 
of these proteins. Generally, labs apply a biochemical technique to identify and quantify the 
presence of proteins called an Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). The ELISA 
testing method requires the lab to extract any allergenic proteins from the sample. Therefore, the 
test are most reliable when the proteins are very easily extracted and as close to their natural state 
as possible. However, a host of circumstances, many of which may typically be present in food 
and dietary supplement products that are formulated with multiple ingredients, diminish the tests 
accuracy. These include processes that hydrolyze or protelyze the proteins, fermentation or the 
inclusion of fermented and cultured ingredients, the inclusion of probiotic cultures and enzyme 
proteases, and even the presence of certain common oils, such lecithin or concentrated flavors 
such as vanilla extracts or concentrated essential oils.10    
 
Leading food scientists acknowledge the challenges involved in successfully identifying nad 
quantifying allergenic proteins. The science of detection is evolving, as the processes employed 
in manufacture. As new processes are developed, researches have to begin their work anew to 
discover the potential affect on detection. For example, Dr. Joseph Baumert, a leading food 
allergen researcher presiding at the prestigious University of Nebraska and heading the 
nationally recognized Food Allergen Awareness Resource Program (FAARP) recently noted that 
testing for milk proteins, once thought to be among the easiest and most reliable allergenic 
protein tests, should no longer be considered accurate. Dr. Baumert explained in his lecture that 
the heat employed in modern dairy processing was potentially altering the milk proteins to 
prevent them from being identified during an ELISA test. He went on to warn that despite the 
failure in detection, it was likely that those allergic to milk protein would still incur a reaction. 
As a result, he encouraged manufacturers to continue to employ rigorous allergen labeling, 
cleaning and cross contamination prevention procedures.11 
                                                            
9 U.S. Food and Drug Administration Guidance on Food Labeling and Nutrition, “Approaches to Establish 
Threshholds for Major Food Allergens and for Gluten in Food. Appendices.  Available at: 
http://www.fda.gov/Food/LabelingNutrition/FoodAllergensLabeling/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/u
cm106477.htm#table‐iv‐1 
10 “Food Allergen Handbook”, Eighth Edition, Neogen Corporation and Food Allergen Awareness Resource Program 
at the University of Nebraska (FAARP), Available at: 
http://www.biognost.be/files/cms1/Allergen%20Handbook_10%20(2).pdf 
11 “Allergen Tests May Not Properly Detect Milk Protein Triggers Warn Researchers”, FoodNavigator.com Web Site. 
Available at: http://www.foodnavigator.com/Science‐Nutrition/Allergen‐test‐may‐not‐accurately‐detect‐milk‐
proteins‐triggers‐warn‐researchers 
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Allergen claims – or more specifically, allergen-free claims – have become big business. As food 
allergy awareness has grown, marketers are discovering that many consumers respond to 
allergen-free claims this product niche has grown into a multi-billion dollar annual business.12  
The trend is not limited to foods, but can be seen throughout nutrition stores and even on 
supplement isles in groceries. Consumers shopping for supplements are inundated as never 
before with claims such as “dairy-free, gluten-free, soy-free, etc. on their multi-vitamins and 
other dietary supplements.13  
 
Allergen-free claims of this nature may not be what were traditionally contemplated as “nutrient 
content claims” or “health claims” but they function in an identical manner as a means of 
consumer communication. Nutrient content claims, for FDA purposes, were defined by the 
FD&CA as either express or implied statements that a) “characterize the level of a nutrient” that 
is required to be listed on a Nutrition/Supplement facts label (e.g. Excellent Source of Calcium) 
or b) “characterizes the relationship of any nutrient” required to be on the label to a “disease or 
health related condition.” (e.g. Calcium in Milk helps build strong bones.)14 In essence, an 
allergen-free claim denotes a specific relationship between the food or supplement ingested and a 
health condition; the condition being the avoidance of a known allergy. 
 
DSHEA helped to define the standard for express and implied claims, permitted under the 
FD&CA and made when marketing dietary supplements. The U. S. Federal Trade Commission’s 
(FTC’s) standard of “competent and reliable scientific evidence” was adopted. This standard has 
been defined in case law to include testing data and analysis. However, other forms of evidence 
are also sufficient including best practice among experts in the relevant field, and other evidence 
as may be routinely accepted in a particular area.15  
 
The question arises with regard to express allergen-free claims on product labeling and 
advertising: what constitutes competent and reliable evidence? This specific issue was addressed 
by the US District Court for the Southern District of Florida in its ruling on an FTC enforcement 
action in, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. GARDEN OF LIFE, INC. AND JORDAN S. 
RUBIN. Defendants, Garden of Life, are marketers of dietary supplements and on at least one of 
their products, The Vitamin Code Raw Vitamin C, the company claimed, “No Soy Allergens” on 
product packaging. The FTC contended that the claim was not adequately substantiated. But in 
the Court’s opinion, Judge Middlebrooks held that allergen statements supplied by raw material 
suppliers were “other evidence” qualifying as competent and reliable scientific evidence to 
substantiate an express allergen-free claim. Testing was not required.16 
  
Interestingly, FALCPA treated the labeling of gluten differently than other allergens. Wheat, 
typically containing gluten, was included among the big eight. However, FALCPA did not 

                                                            
12 Shin, Annys, “Food Allergies Trigger Multi‐Billion Dollar Specialty Market”, Washington Post June 8, 2008. 
Available at: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp‐dyn/content/article/2008/06/07/AR2008060702125.html  
13 See Centrum Web Site. Available at: http://www.centrum.ca/content/faq/default.asp 
14 21 U.S.C. 343(r)(1)(B) and 21 CFR 101.14 
15 See Vital Basics, Inc., C-4107 (Consent April 26, 2004); see also In Re Schering Corp., 118 F.T.C. 1030, 1123 
(1994). 
16 Federal Trade Commission v. Garden of Life, Inc. and Jordan S. Rubin, US District Court Southern District of 
Florida, 06‐80226‐CIV Middlebrooks/Vittunac 
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require manufacturers and marketers to specifically describe whether their products contained 
gluten nor did FALCPA require a special declaration of other gluten containing grains, such as 
barley and rye.  

Congress, when enacting FALCPA in 2004, acknowledged the proliferation of “Gluten Free” 
claims in the marketplace and required the FDA to announce standards for Gluten-Free labeling. 
It took three years before the FDA first proposed its rules for all food industries (including 
dietary supplements).  Since that time, their proposal has been open for public commentary on 
two separate occasions indicating that the Agency is still evaluating the standards they believe to 
best protect US consumers. The rules, as of the date of this writing, have still not been 
finalized.17 

Under the FDA’s current proposal, products marketed as “Gluten Free” must contain less than 
twenty parts per million (20 PPM) of gluten.18 To provide context, for each gram ingested, the 
gluten content cannot be more than twenty micrograms (20 mcg), an amount so small that it is 
undetectable to the human eye.19 As this standard is predicated on a quantification of 
gluten/gliadin proteins in the finished product, a regular testing program insuring that every lot 
manufactured meets this standard is an obvious necessity.  

The twenty parts per million (20 PPM) allowance for Gluten Free products, as proposed, was 
qualified, however. The following grains were classified as “Prohibited Grains” in the proposed 
rule:  wheat, rye, barley and their derivatives including triticale (a hybrid of wheat and rye), 
spelt, and Kamut.  Any product that contains a prohibited grain, regardless of the quantity of the 
grain or the quantification of gluten present in the finished product, would not be permitted to 
include a Gluten-Free claim unless the Prohibited Grain were specially treated to remove gluten. 
Oats were a subject of the proposal and intentionally not included in the definition of Prohibited 
Grains. 20   

In Europe the standards for Gluten-Free labeling were  finalized prior to the FDA’s 2007 initial 
proposal. These standards, promulgated by the Codex Alementarius Commission after extensive 
scientific review, became effective in January of 2012 and essentially echo the FDA’s 
proposals.21 Both the EU and the FDA’s rule making provides for other classes of claims related 

                                                            
17 http://celiacdisease.about.com/od/glutenfreefoodshoppin1/a/FDA‐Gluten‐Free‐Food‐Label‐Rules.htm 
18 FDA Guidance on Labeling & Nutrition, Food Allergen Labeling, Questions and Answers on the Gluten‐Free 
Proposed Rule Making. Available at: 
http://www.fda.gov/Food/LabelingNutrition/FoodAllergensLabeling/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/u
cm111487.htm 
19 “How Much is a Microgram”, The Calculator Site. Available at: 
http://www.thecalculatorsite.com/forum/showmsg.php?mid=6 
20 FDA Guidance on Labeling & Nutrition, Food Allergen Labeling, Questions and Answers on the Gluten‐Free 
Proposed Rule Making. Available at: 
http://www.fda.gov/Food/LabelingNutrition/FoodAllergensLabeling/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/u
cm111487.htm 
21 Codex Alementarius Commission CODEX STANDARD 119‐1979.  
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to Gluten, including “Very low Gluten” and “No Gluten Containing Ingredients” claims for 
finished products.22   

 
 
 

                                                            
22 Celiac Disease Forum. Available at: http://celiac‐disease.com/gluten‐free‐food‐laws‐in‐the‐european‐union/  
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FDA’s Regulation of Dietary Supplements 

Increasingly aggressive enforcement of marketing claims under the Food and Drug 
Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) has ushered in a new  era and a fresh look at the rules 
governing truthful communications and compelled speech for FDA regulated products.  
The Food and Drug Administration’s (“FDA”) enforcement efforts regarding the 
dissemination of truthful scientific information for dietary supplements, foods, drugs and 
devices have resulted in a patchwork of regulations, guidance documents, statements, 
prosecutions, letters, and consent decrees that restrict manufacturers and marketers 
from communicating reliable scientific and medical information.  FDA’s enforcement 
efforts conflict with the First Amendment when the government cannot demonstrate an 
appropriate “fit” between the means (restricting speech) the FDA uses to achieve its 
ends (protecting the public health).  

Over the past couple of decades, billions of dollars in penalties have poured into 
government coffers, often based on the communication of truthful, reliable scientific 
information that the FDA deemed “false and misleading” constituting “misbranding” 
under the FDCA.  More than enough time has passed, and litigation has occurred, for 
Congress to realize that many well-intentioned companies and individuals 
manufacturing and marketing FDA regulated products do not have a reliable and 
predictable path forward.  

In establishing the FDA Congress stated that FDA shall:  

(1) promote the public health by promptly and efficiently reviewing clinical 
research and taking appropriate action on the marketing of regulated products in 
a timely manner; 

(2) with respect to such products, protect the public health by ensuring that –  

(A) foods are safe wholesome, sanitary, and properly labeled… 

(3) …reduce the burden of regulation, harmonize the regulatory requirements, 
and achieve reciprocal arrangements [with other nations]; and  

(4) …carry out [its mission] in consultation with experts in science, medicine, and 
public health, and in cooperation with consumers, users, manufacturers, 
importers, packers, distributors, and retailers of regulated products.” 

The Commissioner recently stated: 

Now I know that in some circles regulation is viewed as a roadblock to 
innovation and economic growth.  But in actuality, when done right, 
regulation isn’t a roadblock; it’s the actual pathway to achieving real and 
lasting innovation… Going forward, smart regulation requires regulatory 
flexibility that responds to changing situations, new information and new 
challenges. (emphasis added). 

Margaret Hamburg, M.D., 50 Years after Thalidomide: Why Regulation Matters, FDA 
Voice (February 7, 2012), http://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2012/02/.   
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Definitions: 

“Food” 

“Food” means (1) articles used for food or drink for man or other animals, (2) chewing 
gum, and (3) articles used for components of any such article. See 21 USC 321(f) 

“Cosmetic” 

“Cosmetic” means (1) articles intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled, or sprayed on, 
introduced into, or otherwise applied to the human body or any part thereof for 
cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness, or altering the appearance, and (2) 
articles intended for use as a component of any such articles; except that such term 
shall not include soap. See 21 USC 321(i) 

“Dietary Supplement” 

“Dietary supplement” means a product intended for ingestion in tablet, capsule, powder, 
softgel, gelcap, or liquid form; is not a conventional food and not represented as a meal 
substitute and labeled as a Dietary Supplement intended to supplement the diet that 
contains one or more of the following dietary ingredients: vitamin; mineral; herb or other 
botanical; amino acid; dietary substance for use by man to supplement the diet by 
increasing the total dietary intake; or a concentrate, metabolite, constituent, extract. 

Except for purposes of records retention and inspection, a dietary supplement is 
deemed to be a food.  See 21 USC 321(ff) 

“Drug” 

“Drug” means (A) articles recognized in the Pharmacopoeia, Homoeopathic 
Pharmacopoeia, or National Formulary; and (B) articles intended for use in the 
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in man or other animals; 
and (C) articles (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the 
body of man or other animals; and (D) articles intended for use as a component of any 
such article. 

A food or dietary supplement for which a  [nutrition or health-related] claim… is made in 
accordance with the [Act] is not a drug solely because the label or the labeling contains 
such a claim.  A food, dietary ingredient, or dietary supplement for which a truthful and 
not misleading statement is made in accordance with [the misbranding provisions] of 
this title is not a drug … solely because the label or the labeling contains such a 
statement.  See 21 USC 321(g)(1) 

“New Drug” 

Any drug the composition of which is such that such drug is not generally recognized, 
among experts qualifies by scientific training and experience to evaluate the safety and 
effectiveness of drugs, as safe and effective for use under the conditions prescribed (i.e. 
for use other than in the FDA approved labeling).  See 21 USC 321(p) 

Label, Labeling and Misbranding 

“Label” 21 USC 321(k) means a display of written, printed, or graphic matter upon the 
immediate container of any article. 
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“Labeling” 21 USC 321 (m) means all labels and other printed, or graphic matter (1) 
upon any article or any of containers or wrappers, or (2) accompanying such article. 

“…but the term [labeling] has also been construed to include nearly every form of drug 
company promotional activity, including booklets, pamphlets, mailing pieces, bulletins, 
and all literature that supplements, explains, or is otherwise textually related to the 
product.  See, Washington Legal Foundation v Friedman, 13 F.Supp. 2d 51, 54 (DC 
1998) 

Misbranding 

“Misbranded” 21 USC 321 (n) If an article is alleged to be misbranded because the 
labeling or advertising is misleading, then in determining whether the labeling or 
advertising is misleading there shall be taken into account (among other things) not only 
representations made or suggested by statement, word, design, device, or any 
combination thereof.  

“Misbranded Food” 

A food/dietary supplement is misbranded if (a) its labeling is false or misleading in any 
particular including, among other things, nutrition and health claims, ingredients and 
quantities. See, 21 USC 343 (a)(r) and (s). 

Intended Use 

FDA regulates foods, drugs and devices based on intended uses - intended use as 
expressed by the person legally responsible for the labeling.  “Intent is determined by 
such person’s expressions or may be shown by circumstances surrounding the 
distribution of the article.  This objective intent may, for example, be shown by labeling 
claims, advertising matter, or oral or written statements by such persons or their 
representatives.”  21 CFR 201.128  FDA will look to the intended use to determine 
whether food is to be treated as a dietary supplement or drug.   

“Intended Use” for labeling purposes includes information disseminated by or on behalf 
of manufacturers at scientific and educational meetings, symposia.  In short, any activity 
that can create “new intended uses for the products which must be reflected in the 
approved labeling of the products.”  62 FR 64074, 64075 

What is FDA Guidance and why does it come with a Black Box Warning? 

Manufacturers and sellers of FDA regulated products exist in a dynamic world of 
change and innovation constantly adapting to new products, technology and market 
forces, where the free of flow of information serves to both promote and educate.  
Manufacturers and sellers often look to FDA for “guidance” on how to navigate the 
changing waters of commerce.  While FDA regularly issues guidance on how it 
interprets the FDCA and regulations, it should not be overlooked that FDA’s guidance 
documents come with a black box warning: 
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It is FDA’s “current thinking” “does not confer any rights...does not operate to 
bind FDA or the public.” AND, according to FDA, “[y]ou may use an alternative 
approach if the approach satisfies the requirements of the applicable statutes 
and regulations.” According to the FDA Guidances “should be viewed only as 
recommendations. 

 

“Prescriber’s Privilege” – It is permitted for physicians to use dietary 
supplements to treat or mitigate disease: 

The use of FDA regulated products for uses not in FDA approved labeling is recognized 
as appropriate in the practice of medicine.  In the prescription drug context, “clinically 
appropriate medical practice at times requires the use of pharmaceuticals for ‘off-label’ 
indications… Memorandum of the AMA House of Delegates, Resolution 820, Off Label 
Use of Pharmaceuticals (Sept. 21, 2005), available at http://tinyurl.com/yfpwmyo; see 
also Sigma Tau Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v Schwetz, 288 F.3d 141 (4th Cir. 2002); 
Huntman v. Dynic Medical, Inc., supra, Citing In re Orthopedic Bone Screw Products 
Liability Litigation, MDL 1014, 1977 WL 305257 at 3-5.  Judge Bechtle.  See also 
Washington Legal Found v. Kessler, 880 F.Supp. 26, 28 and 1 (D.D.C. 1995).     

In published remarks the Deputy Commissioner of FDA made a number of significant 
comments concerning the positive health benefits relying on physician judgment:  

More important, medicine is becoming more personalized as tools like genomics 
make it possible to tailor treatments on an individual basis. Physicians will not be 
able to always wait for FDA to approve a new label for every one of their patients, 
and drug companies will not be able to conduct a trial to explore every possible 
contingency. In the future, personalization of care could mean that we will have 
much more off-label use of new medicines, guided by the latest literature, at least 
until our regulatory approaches are able to fully adapt to a different paradigm 
where treatment is highly specific to individual patients. Yet policy forces are 
tugging in exactly the opposite direction by placing restrictions on the exchange 
of some of the most pertinent information. 

That is why the best we should aim to achieve in our policies here in Washington 
are tools and approaches that help patients and doctors be fully informed of the 
best science. We can help people inform decisions, but we should not seek to 
establish policies that execute those decisions for them or prescribe very narrow 
criteria.  See, Remarks by Scott Gottlieb, MD, Deputy Commissioner for Medical 
and Scientific Affairs Food and Drug Administration, December 5 , 2006, Speech 
before Windhover's FDA/CMS Summit Washington, D.C., 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Speeches/ucm051792.htm 
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Accordingly, physicians and the public may put products to any use, including using a 
dietary supplement to diagnosis, cure, mitigate, treat, or prevent disease.  On the one 
hand, they may rely on sound scientific and medical evidence and make truthful 
statements promoting the public health or they may rely on nothing more than their own 
ipse dixit to promote whatever product or therapy they want, provided they are not the 
manufacturer or marketer of the product promoted.  When a dietary supplement 
manufacturer makes such a claim, even when truthful, the product is rendered 
misbranded and subject to the rules regarding “new drugs.”  Thus, a manufacturer of 
food and dietary supplements may not make any claim unless it is based on sound 
science, and even then the risks are many. 

The Commercial Speech Doctrine 

While the commercial speech doctrine has evolved over the past thirty years, it is only 
relatively recently that the courts have seriously considered applying the doctrine in the 
context of the FDCA:   

“Defendants’ lead argument is that the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act violates the 
first amendment by restricting promotional materials to those that the FDA has 
approved. The argument starts from the premise that federal law allows 
customers of any approved medical device or drug to put it to any use that the 
customer sees fit.  These ‘off-label uses’ being lawful, the argument goes, it must 
be lawful to tell customers about them.  Until the last 30 years, such an 
argument would have been laughed out of court.”  US v Caputo, 517 F3d 
935, 937 (7th Cir. 2008). 

The laughter has stopped and, increasingly, the question is how to balance promotional 
and risk information: 

“The commercial marketplace, like other spheres of our social and cultural life, 
provides a forum where ideas and information flourish.  Some of the ideas and 
information are vital, some are of slight worth.  But the general rule is that the 
speaker and the audience, not the government, assess the value of the 
information presented.  Thus, even a communication that does no more than 
propose a commercial transaction is entitled to the coverage of the First 
Amendment.” Thompson v Western States Med Ctr. 535 U.S. 357, 367 (2002), 
citing Edenfield v Fane, 507 U.S. 761, 767 (1993)  

“Bans against truthful, nonmisleading commercial speech…usually rest solely on the 
offensive assumption that the public will respond irrationally’ to the truth.  The First 
Amendment directs us to be especially skeptical of regulations that seek to keep people 
in the dark for what the government perceives to be their own good’” Thompson v 
Western States Med Ctr. 535 U.S. 357, 375 (2002), citing 44 Liquormart, Inc. v, Rhode 
Island, 517 U.S. 484, 501, 510-14 (1996). 

More than thirty years ago in the first case in which the Supreme Court held that 
commercial speech is entitled to First Amendment protection, the Court stated: “[a]s to 
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the particular consumer's interest in the free flow of commercial information, that interest 
may be as keen, if not keener by far, than his interest in the day's most urgent political 
debate.”  Va. Pharmacy Bd. v. Va. Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748, 783 (1976).  In Va. 
Pharmacy Bd., the Court held: 

Moreover, there is another consideration that suggests that no line between 
publicly "interesting" or "important" commercial advertising and the opposite kind 
could ever be drawn. Advertising, however tasteless and excessive it sometimes 
may seem, is nonetheless dissemination of information as to who is producing 
and selling what product, for what reason, and at what price. So long as we 
preserve a predominantly free enterprise economy, the allocation of our 
resources in large measure will be made through numerous private economic 
decisions. It is a matter of public interest that those decisions, in the aggregate, 
be intelligent and well informed. To this end, the free flow of commercial 
information is indispensable. And if it is indispensable to the proper allocation of 
resources in a free enterprise system, it is also indispensable to the formation of 
intelligent opinions as to how that system ought to be regulated or altered. 
Therefore, even if the First Amendment were thought to be primarily an 
instrument to enlighten public decision making in a democracy, we could not say 
that the free flow of information does not serve that goal.  id at 766. 

The Court has also held that it s the burden of the government to establish sufficient 
justification for regulating speech: "it is well established that 'the party seeking to uphold 
a restriction on commercial speech carries the burden of justifying it.'" Edenfield v. 
Fane, 507 U.S. at 770 (quoting Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 71, 
n. 20, 77 L. Ed. 2d 469, 103 S. Ct. 2875 (1983)). “The Government simply has not 
provided sufficient justification here. If the First Amendment means anything, it means 
that regulating speech must be a last -- not first -- resort. Yet here it seems to have 
been the first strategy the Government thought to try.” Thompson v. Western States 
Medical Center, 535 U.S. 357, 373, 122 S. Ct. 1497, 152 L. Ed. 2d 563 (2002).  
 

In Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Serv. Comm'n of New York, 447 U.S. 
557, 100 S. Ct. 2343, 65 L. Ed. 2d 341 (1980) and as later elaborated in Thompson v. 
Western States Medical Center, 535 U.S. 357, 122 S. Ct. 1497, 152 L. Ed. 2d 563 
(2002) the Supreme Court articulated the four (4) part test for First Amendment 
protection in connection with commercial speech: 

1. the commercial speech must concern unlawful activity and not be 
misleading Western States, 535 U.S. at 367. 

a. If the information is "inherently" misleading, it may be banned 
entirely. See Pearson, 164 F.3d at 655 (citing In re R.M.J., 455 U.S. 
191, 203, 102 S. Ct. 929, 71 L. Ed. 2d 64 (1982));  

b. Claims already found by the court to have been “misleading or 
equivalent deceptive representations” are not entitled to First 
Amendment protections. See, FTC v Direct Marketing Concepts 
648 F. Supp. 2d 202, 217 (D Mass. 2009); 
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c. In the case of "potentially misleading commercial speech," a court 
reviewing a challenge to such a government regulation must 
employ the remaining Central Hudson criteria. Pearson v. Shalala, 
334 U.S. App. D.C. 71, 164 F.3d 650, 655 (D.C. Cir. 1999). 

2. the asserted governmental interest in regulating the speech must be 
substantial. 

3. the regulation must directly advance the governmental interest asserted 
and  

4. the regulation may not be more extensive than is necessary to serve that 
interest. 

In determining whether the regulation is more extensive than necessary, 
courts have considered: 

a. "whether the fit between the government's end and the means 
chosen to accomplish those ends is not necessarily perfect, but 
reasonable." Pearson I, 164 F.3d at 656; 

b. A "reasonable fit" is not a "least restrictive means" test, Clear 
Channel Outdoor, Inc. v. City of New York, 594 F.3d 94, 104 (2d 
Cir. 2010),  

c. courts do not ask where there is "no conceivable alternative" but 
instead the Court look to whether the "regulation not burden 
substantially more speech than is necessary to further the 
government's interests." Bd. of Trs. of the State Univ. of N.Y. v. 
Fox, 492 U.S. 469, 478, 109 S. Ct. 3028, 106 L. Ed. 2d 388 (1989). 
"[I]f the  [*5] Government c[an] achieve its interests in a manner that 
does not restrict speech, or that restricts less speech, the 
Government must do so." Western States, 535 U.S. at 371.  

d. The "government has the burden of showing that the regulations on 
speech that it seeks to impose are 'not more extensive than is 
necessary to serve' the interests it attempts to advance." Alliance II, 
786 F.Supp.2d at 13 (quoting Western States, 535 U.S. at 371). 

Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 U.S.__, 131 S. Ct. 1899 (2011) 

Sorrell is not a dietary supplement case but is a recent and major pronouncement of the 
Supreme Court’s reasoning on the First Amendment in the context of FDA approved 
products.   

In Sorrell, the Supreme Court found that the Vermont statute “disfavors marketing, that 
is speech with a particular content… and [t]he law on its face burdens disfavored 
speech by disfavored speakers.”  The Court found that heightened scrutiny was 
warranted because the Vermont law “is designed to impose a specific, content-based 
burden on protected expression” stating: [“[t]he First Amendment requires heightened 
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scrutiny whenever the government creates a ‘regulation of speech because of 
disagreement with the message it conveys.’” 

The Court further stated: “[f]acts, after all, are the beginning point for much of the 
speech that is most essential to advance human knowledge and to conduct human 
affairs.” 

Par vs. USA – Off-label Promotion and the First Amendment 

More than ten years after the District Court in DC invalidated FDA regulations 
concerning promotional activities as violative of the First Amendment to the US 
Constitution in Washington Legal Foundation v. Henney, and as the judge who presided 
over that case predicted, the First Amendment challenge to FDA regulations prohibiting 
truthful and non-misleading speech has resurfaced.   

In Par Pharmaceutical, Inc. et al v US, Par brought suit for declaratory relief in the 
District of Columbia to prohibit FDA from, among other things, enforcing “FDA’s 
unconstitutional and invalid regulations” restricting truthful non-misleading speech.  
Par’s complaint seeks declaratory and injunctive relief. 

Dietary Supplements and First Amendment Challenges 

The First Amendment and Health Claims, Qualified Health Claims and 
Disclaimers 

As the leading cases demonstrate, the evaluation of Health Claims and Qualified Health 
Claims was forced on a reluctant FDA by courts applying the rigors of First Amendment 
scrutiny. 

Pearson v Shalala, 164 F.3d 650 (App.D.C. 1999) (“Pearson I” – Qualified 
Health Claims (i.e. requiring credible evidence) - Corrective Disclaimers 

In the first of a string of cases involving the same parties in the D.C. Circuit, in Pearson 
I, the Court considered whether the FDA had violated the First Amendment because it 
had precluded "the approval of less-well supported claims accompanied by a 
disclaimer." Id. at 654.  FDA had declined to consider the alternative of requiring 
corrective disclaimers for claims that did not meet the significant scientific agreement 
(SSA) standard arguing that even if the proposed disclaimers were only potentially 
misleading under Central Hudson the government was "not obligated to consider 
requiring disclaimers in lieu of an outright ban on all claims that lack significant scientific 
agreement." Id. at 655. 

Applying the commercial speech test set forth in Central Hudson, the Pearson I Court 
concluded that there was not a “reasonable fit” between the government's goals of 
protecting public health and preventing consumer fraud and the "means chosen to 
advance those goals" which was the rejection of a proposed health claim without 
consideration of a corrective disclaimer. Pearson I, at 656-58.  The Circuit Court's 
rationale was based on its conclusion that under the commercial speech doctrine there 
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"was a preference for disclosure over outright suppression" and for the "less restrictive 
and more precise means" of regulating commercial speech. Id. at 656-58. In analyzing 
Supreme Court precedent on similar issues, the Pearson I court concluded that 
"disclaimers [were] constitutionally preferable to outright suppression." Id. at 657.  The 
court concluded that well-drafted disclaimers could remedy any supposed weakness in 
the proposed claims.  The court also recognized that "where evidence in support of a 
claim is outweighed by evidence against the claim, the FDA could deem it incurable by 
a disclaimer and ban it outright" Id. at 659 seeing "no problem with the FDA imposing an 
outright ban on a claim where evidence in support of the claim is qualitatively weaker 
than evidence against the claim." Id. at 659 n. 10. 

The Pearson I court further held  

the APA [Administrative Procedures Act] requires the agency to explain why it 
rejects their proposed health claims—to do so adequately necessarily implies 
giving some definitional content to the phrase "significant scientific agreement." 
We think this proposition is squarely rooted in the prohibition under the APA that 
an agency not engage in arbitrary and capricious action. See 5 U.S.C. § 
706(2)(A) (1994). It simply will not do for a government agency to declare--
without explanation--that a proposed course of private action is not approved. 
See Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43, 
77 L. Ed. 2d 443, 103 S. Ct. 2856 (1983) ("The agency must … articulate a 
satisfactory explanation for its action…."). To refuse to define the criteria it is 
applying is equivalent to simply saying no without explanation. Id. at 660.  

Pearson v Shalala, 130 F. Supp.2d 105 (D.D.C. 2001) (“Pearson II “) Credible 
Evidence vs. evidence against the claim (arbitrary and capricious) 

In response to Pearson I, the FDA issued a guidance document regarding significant 
scientific agreement.1 The FDA also issued a subsequent decision stating that it would 
not authorize a proposed folic acid claim even with clarifying disclaimers because it had 
found the claim to be inherently misleading as the weight of scientific evidence was 
against the claim. Pearson II at 107 . In Pearson II, the court found that the FDA had 
failed to comply with the constitutional guidelines outlined in Pearson I and held that the 
proposed claim was not inherently misleading since "[t]he mere absence of significant 
affirmative evidence in support of a particular claim ... does not translate into negative 
evidence 'against' it." Id. at 115.   The court further indicated that the "question that must 
be answered under Pearson I is whether there is any 'credible evidence'" in support of 
the proposed claim. Id. at 118.   The court reasoned that a claim could "not be 
absolutely prohibited” if there was any "credible evidence" unless such evidence was 
"outweighed by evidence against the claim" or was "qualitatively weaker" than evidence 
against the claim. Id. at 114-15. The Court then found that  

                                            
1 http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/GuidanceDocuments/Food 
LabelingNutrition/ucm073332.htm?utm_campaign=Google2&utm_source=fdaSearch&utm_medium=web
site&utm_term= evidence-based review system&utm_content=1 
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“it is clear that the FDA simply failed to comply with the constitutional guidelines 
outlined in Pearson. Indeed, the agency appears to have at best, misunderstood, 
and at worst, deliberately ignored, highly relevant portions of the Court of 
Appeals Opinion. However, given that it is not the Court's institutional role to draft 
accurate, adequate, and succinct health claim disclaimers, the Court will permit 
the FDA to draft and submit one or more alternative disclaimers which may be 
chosen by designers, sellers, and manufacturers of dietary supplements. Id. at 
120. 

While the Court was mindful that it is generally "not for the judicial branch to undertake 
comparative evaluations of conflicting scientific evidence," NRDC v. EPA, 263 U.S. App. 
D.C. 231, 824 F.2d 1211, 1216 (D.C. Cir. 1987), the Court’s examination of the scientific 
literature on which the FDA relied in its Folic Acid Decision demonstrates that the FDA's 
conclusion that the "weight" of the evidence was against Plaintiffs' Folic Acid Claim was 
arbitrary, capricious and otherwise in violation of law. Pearson II at at115. 

The Court concluded stating:  

any deception resulting from Plaintiffs' health claim will result simply in 
consumers spending money on a product that they might not otherwise have 
purchased, or perhaps spending more money on a product with a higher folic 
acid content. This type of injury, while not insignificant, cannot compare to the 
harm resulting from the unlawful suppression of speech. Id. at 119. 

Whitaker v. Thompson, 248 F.Supp.2d 1 (D.D.C. 2002) – Least Restrictive 
Means - Disclaimers 

In June 2001, the plaintiffs in Pearson filed another lawsuit challenging the FDA's 
decision to not authorize an antioxidant claim for saw palmetto, a product that had also 
been at issue in Pearson I.  FDA concluded that "the weight of the scientific evidence 
against the relationship [between cancer and antioxidant vitamins] was greater than the 
weight of evidence in favor of the relationship." The FDA reasoned that such claim was 
"inherently misleading" and could not be cured with a disclaimer. Id. at 7. After 
reviewing the relevant scientific data, the court found that the proposed claim was not  
"inherently misleading" and that the "FDA ha[d] failed to carry its burden of showing that 
suppression of Plaintiffs' Antioxidant Vitamin Claim is the least restrictive means of 
protecting consumers against the potential of being misled by the Claim." Id. at 8. The 
Whitaker Court suggested that "any complete ban of a claim would be approved only 
under narrow circumstances, i.e., when there was almost no qualitative evidence in 
support of the claim and where the government provided empirical evidence proving 
that the public would still be deceived even if the claim was qualified by a disclaimer." 
Id. at 11. The Court directed the FDA to "draft and submit one or more alternative 
disclaimers, one of which may be selected by designers, sellers and manufacturers of 
dietary supplements containing antioxidant vitamins" noting that the FDA's decision to 
entirely suppress the claim did not "comport with the First Amendment's clear 
preference for disclosure over suppression of commercial speech." Id. at 8, 15. 
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Unqualified Health Claims (Significant Scientific Agreement) vs. Qualified 
Health Claims (credible evidence) FDA's Response to Pearson I, Pearson II 
and Whitaker  

In response to the decisions rendered in Pearson I, Pearson II and Whitaker, the FDA 
developed a system for evaluating proposed health claims under 21 U.S.C. Sec 343 
(r)(3). Under this system, the FDA first determined whether the proposed health claim 
was supported by “significant scientific agreement.” If it was, the FDA considered the 
claim to be "unqualified" and it approved the claim without requiring the addition of any 
corrective disclaimers.  If the claim was not supported by significant scientific 
agreement, but there was “credible evidence” in support of the claim, the FDA 
considered the claim to be "qualified" and would require the addition of corrective 
disclaimers to reflect the scientific record. Since the FDA is only authorized to approve 
health claims that are supported by significant scientific agreement under NLEA and the 
FDA's regulations, it does not "approve" qualified health claims but instead "exercises 
enforcement discretion" to allow such claims to made with the additional of corrective 
disclaimers.  

In 2009 FDA issued guidance describing its process for evaluating the scientific support 
for both qualified and unqualified health claims. See Guidance for Industry: Evidence-
Based Review System for the Scientific Evaluation for Health Claims (Jan. 2009) 
("Guidelines"). Accessed at 
http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/GuidanceDocume
nts/FoodLabelingNutrition/ucm073332.htm  FDA employs an evidence-based review 
system for the scientific evaluation of health claims. See, Guidelines at §III.A. "After 
assessing the totality of the scientific evidence, FDA determines whether there is SSA 
to support an authorized health claim or credible evidence to support a qualified health 
claim." Id. "When the evidence for a substance-disease relationship is credible but does 
not meet the SSA standard, then the proposed health claim for the relationship should 
include qualifying language that identifies limits to the level of scientific evidence to 
support the relationship." Id. at III.H. The Guidelines indicate that the "health claim 
language should reflect the level of scientific evidence with specificity and accuracy. 
However, gaps in the scientific evidence may sometimes limit the information that can 
be included in the claims. For example, when the scientific evidence is limited but 
credible, it may not be possible for the qualified health claim to identify an amount of the 
substance that is associated with a reduced risk of the disease." Id. 

 

Alliance for Natural Health US v. Sebelius, 714 F. Supp. 2d 48 (D.D.C. 2010) - 
Alliance I 

Deference v. The First Amendment 

In Alliance I, the plaintiffs challenged the FDA's rejection of certain health claims 
regarding cancer risk and selenium supplements. 714 F.Supp.2d at 57.  The FDA 
outright banned several of plaintiffs' claims concluding there was no credible scientific 
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evidence to support them and then exercised its enforcement discretion to permit 
qualified health claims that were supported by some credible evidence. Id. at 57-58. 

In reviewing FDA's decision to entirely ban certain qualified health claims, the court 
reviewed the record to determine whether the FDA's determination that those claims at 
issue were not supported by credible scientific evidence was arbitrary and capricious. 
The Court concluded that while it was "obligated to conduct an independent review of 
the record and must do so without reliance on the Agency's determinations as to 
constitutional questions" that it should afford "deference to the Agency's interpretation of 
scientific information, provided such interpretation is reasoned and not arbitrary and 
capricious." Id. at 60. The Court found that certain aspects of the FDA's determinations 
were arbitrary and capricious while other aspects were not and remanded those back to 
the FDA for reevaluation and drafting of disclaimers where appropriate. Id. at 65, 72. 

The plaintiffs also argued that the FDA's decision to modify one of their proposed claims 
by entirely replacing the proposed language with its own language violated the Supreme 
Court's mandate there be a reasonable fit between the government's goal and the 
restrictions it imposes on commercial speech. The plaintiffs had proposed the following 
claim "Selenium may reduce the risk of prostate cancer. Scientific evidence supporting 
this claim is convincing but not yet conclusive." Id. at 57. The FDA rejected this claim 
"because it found the characterization of the evidence in support of the claim as 
'convincing but not yet conclusive' to be false and misleading." Id. at 70-71. 
Consequently the FDA, in exercising its enforcement discretion, modified the claim to 
the following "'Two weak studies suggest that selenium intake may reduce the risk of 
prostate cancer. However, four stronger studies and three weak studies showed no 
reduction in risk. Based on these studies, FDA concludes that it is highly unlikely that 
selenium supplements reduce the risk of prostate cancer.'" Id. 

Disclaimer “Eviscerated” Plaintiffs’ Claims – Less Restrictive Means 

The court agreed with the plaintiffs that there was not "a reasonable fit" because the 
"Agency has not drafted a precise disclaimer designed to qualify plaintiffs' claim while 
adhering to the First Amendment preference for disclosure over suppression as 
mandated." Id. at 71 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). The Court 
emphasized that the FDA had "replaced the plaintiffs' claim entirely. And the Agency's 
qualification effectively negates any relationship between prostate cancer risk and 
selenium intake. Indeed, the FDA's language is an example of a disclaimer that 
contradicts the claim and defeats the purpose of making it in the first place." Id. (internal 
quotation marks and citation omitted). The Court suggested that where there is some 
credible evidence for a substance-disease relationship the FDA "is obligated to at least 
consider the possibility of approving plaintiffs' proposed language with the addition of 
'short, succinct, and accurate disclaimers.'" Id. (quoting Pearson II, 130 F.Supp. 2d at 
120). Consequently, the FDA was found to have "completely eviscerated plaintiffs' 
claim, with no explanation as to why a less restrictive approach would not be effective." 
Id. 
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The Alliance I Court suggested the better approach might have been to alter the 
"convincing but not yet conclusive" portion of the proposed claim to "more accurately 
reflect the strength of the scientific evidence at issue. Such qualification would be a 'far 
less restrictive means' than negation of the plaintiffs' claim." Id. In sum, the Court found 
that the "FDA's replacement of plaintiffs' claim with different and contradictory language 
is inconsistent with the spirit, if not the letter, of Pearson I" and that the "FDA ha[d] failed 
to justify the complete substitution of new language for plaintiffs' proposed claim, 
especially since it appears that the Agency's central objection to the claim concerns the 
nature of the qualifying language, not the underlying relationship claim." Id. at 72. This 
claim was consequently remanded to the FDA for the purpose of drafting one or more 
short, succinct, and accurate disclaimers. 

Alliance for Natural Health US v. Sebelius, 786 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011) –  
Alliance II – “Some Credible Evidence” 

The same plaintiffs in Alliance I raised a substantially identical challenge to the FDA's 
rejection of several different proposed health claims and the FDA's rewording of two of 
their proposed claims. The court in Alliance II again noted that since it "is not in the 
position, nor is it the Court's role, to independently assess, whether the scientific 
evidence evaluated by the FDA constitutes credible evidence in support of plaintiffs' 
claims," the court's inquiry into the propriety of the FDA's ban on several proposed 
claims was limited to "an assessment of whether the FDA's evaluation was inconsistent 
with its own standards, irrational or arbitrary and capricious." Alliance II, at 16. 

As was the case in Alliance I, the FDA had completely reworded and replaced two of 
plaintiffs' qualified health claims in an identical manner to the claims at issue in Alliance 
I. The court found these modified claims failed for the same reasons as articulated in 
Alliance I. The Alliance II court emphasized that the FDA's replacement and complete 
rewording of Plaintiffs' claims made it "difficult to tell what the original health claims are 
and appears to disavow the FDA's own conclusions that those claims are supported by 
credible evidence." Id. At 24. 

The court interpreted Pearson and its progeny as standing for the proposition that 
"[w]here the evidence supporting a claim is inconclusive, the First Amendment permits 
the claim to be made; the FDA cannot require a disclaimer that simply swallows the 
claim." Id. The court suggested that in such cases where there is some credible 
evidence supporting a possible substance-disease relationship that the FDA should 
allow the claim regarding the substance-disease relationship to be made. The FDA's 
role and focus should then be directed to drafting or modifying a disclaimer "regarding 
the strength or nature of the evidentiary support for [the] health claim." Id. at 24 n.22. 

Fleminger v. U.S. DHHS_________ 3:10cv855 (D.Ct. February 23, 2012)  

Fleminger, a manufacturer and seller of green tea, filed a petition with the FDA for 
authorization of certain qualified health claims.  FDA exercised its enforcement 
discretion requiring Fleminger to include a modified disclaimer.  While Fleminger is akin 
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to the cases in the D.C. Circuit, it was a case of first impression in the Second Circuit 
analyzing the FDA's qualified health claim process under the First Amendment. 

After FDA issued its Warning Letter to Fleminger, the court in Alliance I issued its 
decision, finding FDA’s conduct arbitrary and capricious and not a “reasonable fit” for 
First Amendment purposes, prompting the FDA to exercise its enforcement discretion in 
Fleminger for the following claim: 

Green tea may reduce the risk of breast or prostate cancer. FDA does not agree 
that green tea may reduce the risk because there is very little scientific evidence 
for the claim."  

Fleminger brought action under the APA, alleging a single cause of action for violation 
of the First Amendment.  Fleminger did not dispute FDA's determination that "there was 
very little scientific evidence" for the health claim that drinking green tea may reduce the 
risk of breast or prostate cancer.   It is also important to note that Fleminger did not 
argue that its challenge be analyzed under Section 706(2) of the APA which provides 
that final agency action may be set aside if arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of 
discretion. 

The Court held that the amount of scientific evidence to support a proposed health claim 
“falls squarely within the ambit of the FDA's expertise and the Court gave deference to 
the FDA's assessment of the strength of the scientific data but held that such deference 
does not extend to the determination of whether the FDA's modified disclaimer violated 
Fleminger's commercial speech rights. 

The Court found that FDA satisfied the first three prongs of Central Hudson and 
analyzed the case under the final prong (i.e. the reasonable fit of FDA’s actions) to 
determine whether the regulation was more extensive than necessary to serve the 
government’s interest.  

Fleminger’s proposed health claim rested on one case-control study finding an 
association with the reduced risk of breast cancer and the one case-control study 
finding an association with the reduced risk of prostate cancer. Unlike Pearson II, in 
Fleminger, there were three studies which affirmatively found no association between 
drinking green tea and the reduced risk of breast or prostate.  Applying the Pearson II 
court's reasoning, the Court held FDA cannot outright suppress the green tea health 
claim but must allow the … claim with the inclusion of appropriate disclaimers that 
"could cure the alleged misleading nature of the … Claim."  Pearson II at 119. 

“Credible” or Incredible 

Fleminger argued that its proposed disclaimer of "credible but limited evidence" tracked 
the language of the FDA's own Guidelines for finding a "qualified health claim” to permit 
a qualified health claim when it finds that "there is credible evidence to support" such a 
claim. See Guidelines at §III.H.  The Court disagreed and found that the Fleminger's 
proposed language that there is "credible but limited" evidence is misleading as the 
FDA's "credible evidence" standard for classification of qualified health claims does not 
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comport with a consumer's common sense understanding of the term "credible 
evidence."  (Emphasis added) id. at 119. 

According to the Court, the portion of FDA’s disclaimer stating that the "FDA does not 
agree that green tea may reduce that risk" suffers from the same constitutional 
infirmities as the modified disclaimers at issue in Alliance I and II.  FDA’s disclaimer had 
the effect of negating any relationship between green tea and the reduction of breast or 
prostate cancer and therefore effectively swallows the entire claim. 

As the Supreme Court instructed "[I]f the Government c[an] achieve its interests in a 
manner that does not restrict speech, or that restricts less speech, the Government 
must do so." Western States, 535 U.S. at 371.  As the Pearson I court suggested the 
"agency could require the label to state that 'the FDA does not approve this claim.'" 
Pearson I, 164 F. 3d at 659. Such a disclaimer would not have the same effect of 
negating Fleminger's proposed health claim in the first instance and would therefore 
allow the FDA to achieve its interest in a manner that restricts less speech.  The Court 
suggested a disclaimer along the following lines: "Green tea may reduce the risk of 
breast or prostate cancer although the FDA has concluded that there is very little 
scientific evidence to support the claim."  

Retraction 

Significantly, the Court on its own suggested that FDA’s proposed disclaimer might be 
permissible if, for example, Fleminger had affirmatively advertised on his website the 
health claim that  

"Green tea may reduce the risk of breast and prostate cancers. The FDA has 
concluded that there is credible evidence supporting this claim although the 
evidence in limited."   

In such circumstance, the Court concluded, the FDA might have an interest in requiring 
a retraction in the form of a disclaimer that rectified or clarified that it did not agree with 
that claim. Rectifying false advertisement may justify the imposition of the additional 
speech restriction on compelled speech. 

In re POM Wonderful LLC, No. 9344, 2012 FTC LEXIS 106 (May 17, 2012) 

In an Initial Decision issued on May 17, 2012, a Federal Trade Commission 
Administrative Law Judge found that some POM Wonderful health claims implied that 
its products treat disease and those claims were not supported by sufficient scientific 
evidence, rendering the claims “false and misleading” under the Federal Trade 
Commission Act (“FTC Act”) (15 U.S.C. § 41 et seq.).  Although the Court entered a 
multi year cease and desist order, the ruling is by no means a victory for the FTC as the 
remedy it sought of prior review of marketing materials and the requirement for 
heightened level of scientific research was soundly rejected.   
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The litigation began in September 2012 when POM filed a declaratory judgment action 
in the District Court for the District of Columbia (10-cv-1539) on the grounds that FTC 
had adopted a “new standard” (as evidenced in the Nestle and Iovate Consent Orders 
with FTC which required prior review of product claims), without formal rulemaking 
requiring pre approval of advertisements by FDA and two controlled clinical trials to 
substantiate claims.  According to POM, the “new standard” violated the First 
Amendment as a prior restraint prohibiting POM from disseminating truthful scientific 
information.  FTC commenced its administrative proceeding shortly thereafter and 
sought to dismiss the federal court case on the grounds that its administrative 
proceeding rendered POM’s federal court action moot because FTC was not enforcing 
a “new standard” but merely requiring “prior review” as a remedy.  The FTC trial took 
more than 5 months, included 2,000 exhibits, 46 company sponsored studies (costing 
over $35 million dollars), 14 testifying experts, 10 additional witnesses, over 3,000 
pages of trial transcript, 4,000 findings of fact, and 4,000 pages of post trial briefing—
resulting in an initial decision of 335 pages.  While the First Amendment undercurrent 
concerning the “prior review” remedy FTC sought is palpable, the decision skirted the 
issue by rejecting FTC’s request for “prior review” as not justified by the evidence.   

The Court found non disease claims for “absolutely safe” foods adequate: 

“The greater weight of the persuasive expert testimony in this case leads to the 
conclusion that where the product is absolutely safe, like the POM Products, and 
where the claim or advertisement does not suggest that the product be used as a 
substitute for conventional medical care or treatment, then it is appropriate to 
favor disclosure. See also Pearson, 164 F.3d at 657 (under the First Amendment 
commercial speech doctrine, there is a “preference for disclosure over outright 
suppression”).” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *560. 

However, the Court found that a number of the POM claims were implied disease 
claims and that POM’s substantiation evidence was insufficient but rejected FTC’s claim 
the RCT’s were required:  

“The preponderance of the evidence shows that some of the Challenged 
Advertisements disseminated by Respondents would reasonably be interpreted 
by consumers to contain an implied claim that the POM Products treat, prevent, 
or reduce the risk of heart disease, prostate cancer, or erectile dysfunction, and 
further, as to some of these advertisements, that these effects were clinically 
proven, as alleged in the Complaint.” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC 
LEXIS 106, at *9. 

“expert testimony in this case demonstrates that competent and reliable scientific 
evidence is required for claims about nutritional supplements when such 
products are advertised to treat diseases or medical conditions.  See also Daniel 
Chapter One, 2009 FTC LEXIS 157, at *233-35 (Initial Decision) (summarizing 
expert testimony and citing Natural Solution, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 60783, at * 
11-12; National Urological Group, 645 F. Supp. 2d at 1190; Direct Marketing 
Concepts, 569 F. Supp. 2d at 300, 303). The greater weight of the persuasive 
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expert testimony adduced at trial does not, however, support [FTC’s] position 
that, in order to have the required competent and reliable scientific evidence, 
Respondents must have had RCTs.” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC 
LEXIS 106, at *547-48. 

Accordingly, the Court held that “[FTC] has demonstrated that Respondents did not 
possess adequate competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate the implied 
claims that the POM Products treat, prevent, or reduce the risk of heart disease or that 
clinical tests show the same. Complaint Counsel has, therefore, met its burden of 
proving that Respondents’ claims are false or misleading.” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 
2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *570. 

Having found POM “crossed the line,” the court then addressed whether the claims 
were “material.” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *643; Kraft, 970 
F.2d at 314. “The basic question” on the issue of materiality “is whether the act or 
practice is likely to affect the consumer’s conduct or decision with regard to a product or 
service. If so, the practice is material, and consumer injury is likely, because consumers 
are likely to have chosen differently but for the deception.” In re POM Wonderful LLC, 
2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *644 (citing FTC Policy Statement on Deception, Deception 
Statement, 1984 FTC LEXIS 71, at *171).  Although there is a “presumption of 
materiality,” the court avoided analyzing the presumption  issue finding instead, reliable 
evidence supported FTC’s claim that the false representations were material. In re POM 
Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *645. 

Pre-Approval and the First Amendment 

Harkening back to the claims asserted by POM in the district court case, FTC requested 
that the Court impose a requirement of “prior review” for subsequent claims by POM.  
The Court rejected FTC’s request, stating:  

“Complaint Counsel contends that requiring FDA pre-approval for disease 
claims is “reasonably related” to the violations in this case because (1) the 
FDA’s standard for labeling approval for a food-disease relationship claim 
under NLEA (“significant scientific agreement” by experts that the claim is 
supported) is “cited” in the FTC Enforcement Policy Statement on Food 
Advertising; and (2) the FDA standard for drug approval under the Food, 
Drug and Cosmetic Act (“adequate and well-controlled” clinical 
investigations by experts demonstrating effectiveness), is “similar” to the 
“competent and reliable scientific evidence” standard applied in Daniel 
Chapter One, and referred to in the FTC publication, Dietary Supplements: 
An Advertising Guide for Industry.  However, the foregoing FTC 
publications do not constitute regulatory law, which is made either by 
adjudication, 15 U.S.C. § 45 (b); 5 U.S.C. § 556, or by promulgated 
regulation, 15 U.S.C. § 57b-3; 5 U.S.C. § 553.  See Ford Motor Co. v. 
FTC, 673 F.2d 1008, 1009 (9th Cir. 1981) (noting that an administrative 
agency such as the FTC may announce principles through adjudication or 
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rulemaking (citing NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U.S. 267, 294 
(1974)).”  

In re POM Wonderful LLC, 2012 FTC LEXIS 106, at *704-05. 

The Court found that FTC had not demonstrated that the existing rules were inadequate 
and disagreed with FTC that “FDA pre-approval is a ‘bright-line rule’ that will 
‘significantly increase... enforceability… eliminate any confusion or ambiguities over the 
appropriate standard that Respondents must have to make disease claims… and 
[would] prevent litigation.’” Id. at *710. 

The Court recognized that a “prior review” requirement raised First Amended issues, but 
because the Court rejected FTC’s request, the Court did not meaningfully address the 
First Amendment issue.   
 

Criminal Prosecution and the First Amendment 

US v Park - The Park Doctrine or Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine 
(“RCO”) 

The seminal Park Doctrine cases involved misdemeanor violations of the Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (FDCA).  United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277 (1943) and 
United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658 (1975). In applying the RCO doctrine, the Park 
Court stated: 

The requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible corporate 
agents are...demanding, and perhaps onerous, but…no more stringent than the 
public has a right to expect of those who voluntarily assume positions of authority 
in…enterprises whose services and products affect the health and well-being of 
the public…” Park, 421 U.S. at 672 

The Park Court did allow that a defendant charged with misbranding a FDA regulated 
product could assert a defense that he or she was “powerless” to prevent the violation. 
See Park, 421 U.S. at 673.  Yet in practice, courts are reluctant to permit the defense. 
See, United States v. New Eng. Grocers Supply Co., 488 F. Supp. 230, 234 (D. Mass. 
1980) (“[A]lthough in impossibility defense may be available if an executive can show he 
exercised extraordinary care but nevertheless was powerless to stop the violation, this 
standard is difficult to meet").  Accordingly, such violations effectively are strict liability 
crimes. 

The Park Doctrine presumes that someone having a position of responsibility in a 
company also has the power and duty to prevent violations that may endanger the 
public. In short, Park Doctrine liability is based on a person's status, and it is imposed 
vicariously. As such, by imputing a duty on a corporate officer to prevent a violation of a 
public welfare law, the Park Doctrine extends beyond those state statutes that 
criminalize a person's failure to act when a specific duty to act is imposed by statute. 
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In January 2011, the FDA published new internal guidelines entitled “Special 
Procedures and Considerations for Park Doctrine Prosecutions,” describing the factors 
the agency considers in deciding to apply the Park Doctrine for FDCA violations: 

1. does the violation involve actual or potential harm to the public; 
2. is the violation obvious; 
3. does the violation reflect a pattern of illegal behavior or failure to heed 

prior warnings; 
4. is the violation widespread; 
5. is the violation serious; 
6. is there legal and factual support for the proposed prosecution; and 
7. is the proposed prosecution a prudent use of agency resources. 

US v Caronia 

Orphan Medical manufactured and marketed a sleep inducing depressant, Zyrem.  The 
drug had a black box and serious potential side effects.  A government informant, a 
physician after having plead guilty to submitting fraudulent medical insurance bills 
insurance fraud, contacted Caronia, a sale representative, asking for information on off-
label use and for a presentation by a medical liaison. Caronia arranged the presentation 
and the sting operation resulted in prosecution.  Orphan Medical admitted to a 
conspiracy to misbrand and took a plea bargain, and former manager testified that he 
had personally instructed the medical liaison to misbrand the product on prior 
occasions.  In denying Mr. Caronia’s motion to dismiss, the trial court stated:  

“Reduced to its essence, Caronia’s argument is that the government cannot 
restrict truthful, non-misleading promotion by a pharmaceutical manufacturer (or 
its employees) to a physician of the off-label uses of an FDA-approved 
drug…Squarely, Caronia’s constitutional attack calls into questions America’s 
regulatory regime for the approval and marketing of prescription drugs.” 

The Court went on to state: “The Constitutional issues raised in Caronia’s motion are 
very much unsettled, not only in the circuit but nationwide.”  The case was tried to 
verdict against the sales representative and he was convicted on one count of 
“conspiracy to introduce or deliver for introduction into interstate commerce a drug, 
Xyrem, that was misbranded.” 

The Caronia case is up before the Second Circuit and supplemental briefing was 
submitted to address the First Amendment issues raised by the Supreme Court in 
Sorrell.  It is not yet clear how the Second Circuit will rule in Caronia, but it is significant 
that Sorrell was a Second Circuit case that made its way to the Supreme Court.  In 
Sorrell, the Second Circuit found a Vermont statute violated the First Amendment and 
made a number of findings that may factor in to its analysis of the First Amendment 
issue in Caronia, and may further shape First Amendment jurisprudence in the Second 
Circuit, including the following:  
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“The statute is therefore clearly aimed at influencing the supply of information, a 
core First Amendment concern…the First Amendment teaches that courts should 
assume that truthful commercial information ‘is not in itself harmful’…and 
conclude that when a statute aims to restrict the availability of such information 
for some purposes, that restriction must be judged under the First Amendment.” 
IMS Health Inc. v Sorrell, 630 F.3d 263, 272 (2d Cir. 2010) 

The Court concluded that the state could achieve its goals with less restrictive means 
and stated: 

”In other words the statute seeks to alter the marketplace of ideas by taking out 
some truthful information that the state thinks could be used too effectively.  The 
state’s approach to regulating the interaction between detailers and doctors is 
premised on limiting the information available to physicians as a means of 
impacting their conduct.  This approach is antithetical to a long line of Supreme 
Court cases stressing that courts must be very skeptical of government efforts to 
prevent the dissemination of information in order to affect conduct.” Id. at 277-
278. 

Compelled Speech 

Graphic Cigarette Ads and Government Speech 

In R.J. Reynolds v FDA (D.D.C. 2012) 11-cv-1482 cigarette manufacturers alleged that 
the government compelling graphic images on cigarette packages violated the First 
Amendment and the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 553(b)(3), 705, 
706(2)(A).   

The Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (“Act” or “the Act”), Pub. L. 
No. 111-31, 123 Stat. 1776 (2009), gave FDA the authority to regulate the manufacture 
and sale of tobacco products and directed the FDA to “issue regulations that require 
color graphics depicting the negative health consequences of smoking.” See Pub. L. 
No. 111¬31, § 201 (a) (amending 15 U.S.C. § 1333(d)) and required cigarette packages 
bear explicit textual warnings.  Interestingly, FDA estimated that with the enhanced 
warnings “the U.S. smoking rate will decrease by 0.212 percentage points” [an amount 
later reduced to .088] 75 Fed. Reg. 69,543.  FDA admitted the expected “decrease” was 
“in general not statistically distinguishable from zero.” Id. at 69,546.   

In June 2011, the FDA published its Final Rule requiring (among other things) the 
display of nine new textual warnings and the nine graphic images’ such as diseased 
lungs and a cadaver bearing chest staples on an autopsy table-on the top 50% of the 
front and back panels of every cigarette package manufactured and distributed in the 
United States on or after September 22, 2012.  See, FDA, Required Warnings for 
Cigarette Packages and Advertisements, 76 Fed. Reg. 36,628 (June 22, 2011) (“the 
Rule”) Final Rule Required Warnings for Cigarette Packages. 

Plaintiffs opposed the placement of the Government-mandated warnings arguing that 
the Rule unconstitutionally compelled speech, see Hurley v. Irish-Am. Gay, Lesbian & 
Bisexual Grp. of Boston, Inc., 515 U.S. 557, 573-74 (1995); Wooley v. Maynard, 430 
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U.S. 705, 714 (1977), and that such compelled speech did not fit within the “commercial 
speech” exception permitting certain Government-mandated, informational disclosures, 
See, Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Sup. Ct. of Ohio, 471 U. S. 626, 651 
(1985). 

The court recognized a fundamental tenet of constitutional jurisprudence, that the First 
Amendment protects “both the right to speak freely and the right to refrain from 
speaking at all.” Wooley, 430 U.S. at 714.  A speaker typically “has the autonomy to 
choose the content of his own message.” Hurley, 515 U.S. at 573.  “For corporations as 
for individuals, the choice to speak includes within it the choice of what not to say.” Pac. 
Gas & Elec. Co. v. Pub. Utils. Comm’n of Cal., 475 U.S. 1, 16 (1986) (plurality opinion). 

The court stated that while “the Government may engage in advocacy using its own 
voice[,] ... it may not force others, such as Plaintiffs, to serve as its unwilling 
mouthpiece.”; see Sorrell v. IMS Health, Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653, 2671 (2011) (“The State 
can express [its] views through its own speech. But a State’s failure to persuade does 
not allow it to hamstring the opposition. The State may not burden the speech of others 
in order to tilt public debate in a preferred direction.”). The court further noted that where 
a statute “`mandates speech that a speaker would not otherwise make,’ that statute 
`necessarily alters the content of the speech.”‘ Entm‘t Software Ass‘n v. Blagojevich, 
469 F.3d 641, 651 (7th Cir. 2006) (quoting Riley v. Nat’l Fed’n of the Blind off. C., Inc., 
487 U.S. 781, 795 (1988)) and compelled speech is “presumptively unconstitutional.” 
Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of the Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 830 (1995). 

The court found that FDA failed to carry its burden of demonstrating that the Rule was 
narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling government interest stating “it is clear that the 
Government’s actual purpose is not to inform or educate, but rather to advocate a 
change in behavior-specifically to encourage smoking cessation and to discourage 
potential new smokers from starting.”  Compare, Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 
U.S. 833, 112 S. Ct. 2791 (1992) (upheld an informed-consent “compelled speech” 
provision requiring doctors to inform a woman seeking an abortion of materials relating 
to the consequences to the fetus, where the consequences have no direct relation to 
her health.  Id.at 883.  “To be sure, the physician's First Amendment rights not to speak 
are implicated… but only as part of the practice of medicine, subject to reasonable 
licensing and regulation by the State.. We see no constitutional infirmity in the 
requirement that the physician provide the information mandated by the State” Id. at 
884; See also, Texas Med. Providers Performing Abortion Services v. Lakey, 667 F.3d 
570 (5th Cir.  2012) (upheld a Texas requirement that physicians offer patients a 
sonogram and recording of the fetal heartbeat). 
 

The Proposed Free Speech About Science Act of 2011 (H.R. 1364)  

The Act was introduced on April 5, 2011, one year after its predecessor Act of the same 
name, circa 2010 (H.R. 4913).  The proposed Act makes a few assertions in its findings 
(1) farmers and manufacturers of food (including dietary supplements) are prohibited 
from linking science to their products; (2) the public is denied access to scientific 
information; (3) “access to scientific information will improve the quality of life and 
reduce health care costs”; and (4) the First Amendment protects the dissemination of 
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scientific research.  The Act amends section the food misbranding provisions under 
403(r) (21 USC 343 (r) to provide that “a claim…which is not authorized by the 
Secretary…may be made with respect to a food if (i) it is based on “legitimate scientific 
research”; (ii) is not misleading; and (iii) is “stated in a manner” that is “an accurate 
balanced summary” “enables the public to comprehend the claim and significance of the 
science, cites the science and identifies funding.  “Legitimate Scientific Research” is 
defined as human or animal; (i) conducted in accordance with “sound scientific 
principles; (ii) evaluated by a scientific or medical panel; (iii) published and peer-
reviewed; or (iv) in a government publication. 

Perhaps most significantly, this proposed legislation suggested that disease claims 
could be made if (i) made on Legitimate Scientific Research; (ii) substantiation that the 
claim is truthful (iii) contains an FDA disclaimer;  (iv) labeling must cite the research; 
and (v) must identify funding for research. 

The proposal further provides that FDA may not “restrict in any way the distribution of 
information that is not false or misleading on legitimate scientific research…”  and 
further directs FTC that the dissemination of “legitimate scientific research” “shall not be 
determined to be false advertising by virtue of the fact that the research does not 
directly correlate to the type of food or dietary supplement…if the dissemination 
includes a clear disclosure…”  The Act puts the burden on the FTC to “establish that the 
literature being disseminated is not legitimate scientific research.” 

 
A similar approach was taken by Senator Rand Paul in proposing Amendment #2143 
to S. 3187, to the Prescription Drug User Fee Act in May 2012.  That proposal failed 
but sought to include a “Health Freedom Act”:  

 “The amendment forces the FDA to at last comply with the commands of 
Congress, the First Amendment, numerous federal courts, and the 
American people by codifying the First Amendment prohibition on prior 
restraint.  

 Stops the FDA from censoring truthful claims about the curative, 
mitigative, or preventative effects of dietary supplements.  

 Stops the FDA from prohibiting the distribution of scientific articles and 
publications regarding the role of nutrients in protecting against disease.  

 Amends the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) to deem a 
food to be misbranded only when its label includes a claim adjudicated to 
be false and/or misleading.” 

 
While it is uncertain whether these proposals will gain sufficient traction to become law, 
they would represent a major shift in how FDA and FTC could enforce alleged “drug” 
claims under the FDCA. 
 
 

Conclusion 

The current regime of rules, guidance, pronouncements and enforcement documents 
governing labeling for food and dietary supplements is unnecessarily complex and the 
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boundaries of what is and is not permissible are vague and may fail to serve the 
underlying interest of improving public health.  More significantly, and perhaps because 
of the aggressive nature of governmental enforcement under the current scheme, the 
current rules are on a collusion course with serious constitutional challenges. 
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Shaken, not Stirred –  Or Thinking About Food Labeling Claims Over Dinner With Children 
 
 

One Saturday evening a few months ago, while dining with my family, I ordered my usual from 

the waiter:  a gin martini, three olives, very dry.  When my cocktail arrived, my 4-year old 

daughter looked at me with that confused look she gets, and I knew those little, barely connected 

wheels were turning in her head.  Finally, she said “Daddy, I thought you asked for a dry 

martini.”  I told her I had, and she replied “But that looks very wet.”   I explained that dry 

doesn’t really mean dry when it comes to martinis.  To which she replied:  “But remember that 

night when you were reading me the FDLI’s Compilation of Food and Drug Laws and you said 

that Section 403(a) of the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act says that a food is deemed 

misbranded if its labeling is false or misleading in any particular?”  After a long pause, and one 

of the olives, I told her to finish her nuggets.  

 

That exchange got me thinking, and so I did what any law firm partner would do in that 

situation:  I emailed our associate, La Toya, and asked her to research why a dry martini is called 



“dry.”  I was pretty sure she didn’t have anything more interesting to do on a Saturday night 

anyway.  Despite the lack of a billable number, she found the answer.  A dry martini is called 

“dry” because, like a dry wine, it is not sweet.  Back in the 1800s martinis were sweet because 

they were made with sweet Vermouth.  What apparently nobody knows for certain, however, is 

why the word “dry” refers to “not-sweet” for wine and cocktails generally.  Research for another 

day. 

 

Back to the law.  While the Act contains the general prohibition against false or misleading food 

labeling, there are actually several situations where FDA regulations expressly allow food labels 

to state things that may be misleading.  For example, in certain situations FDA expressly permits 

you to represent that your food is from a place that it isn’t.  First, it is permissible to use a 

potentially misleading statement of geographic origin if it is part of a trade name and it: “Has 

been so long and exclusively used by a manufacturer or distributor that it is generally understood 

by the consumer to mean the product of a particular manufacturer or distributor.”1  Apparently 

that is how Kentucky Fried Chicken has been getting away with it for all these years!  My older 

daughter grew up thinking that the corner of 14th and S Streets was Kentucky.  She could never 

figure out where they kept all those horses.  Also, Mars bars aren’t made by little green men (or 

women since women are apparently from Venus, not Mars). 

 

Second, FDA regulations permit “A name whose market significance is generally understood by 

the consumer to connote a particular class, kind, type, or style of food rather than to indicate 

geographical origin.”2  Think clam chowders – Manhattan or New England.  But don’t think too 

                                                 
1 21 C.F.R. 101.18(c)(2)(i). 
2 21 C.F.R. 101.18(c)(3). 



much or you will get hungry (by the way, do you know that oyster crackers don’t really contain 

oysters?). 

 

Finally, FDA lets you use any old location on your label as long as it is “so arbitrary or fanciful 

that it is not generally understood by the consumer to suggest geographic origin.”3  Think 

AriZona Iced Tea (Lake Success, NY)4or “5th Avenue” candy bars (Hershey, PA).  I don’t think 

anything is actually made on 5th Avenue in New York, other than reservations.   

Like the FDA, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) prohibits false or misleading claims, and 

generally requires all claims to be supported by adequate substantiation.   There is at least one 

exception to that:  claims that are considered to be “puffery.”  As the FTC has stated:  “The 

Commission generally will not pursue cases involving obviously exaggerated or puffing 

representations, i.e., those that the ordinary consumers do not take seriously.”5  This is simply the 

best article ever written, and I wear my “World’s Greatest Dad” T-shirt with pride.  Take that, 

FTC. 

My thoughts were interrupted by my 4-year old, who was already curious about what we would 

be having for Sunday morning breakfast.  Being the “World’s Greatest,” I’m obviously a very 

involved, health conscious father.  Accordingly, I always strive to ensure that my daughters have 

a plenty of fruit before heading out the door to ... wherever it is that the nanny takes them.  

That’s why I always give them Froot Loops.  It's fruit, and they love it!  I told the family that 

                                                 
3 21 C.F.R. 101.18(c)(2)(ii). 
4 According to the company’s web site, the product is named “Arizona” because the owners of the company “looked 
at a map to see where it was hot.  At first they thought of naming it Santa Fe, then they focused on AriZona and the 
rest as they say, is history.” http://www.drinkarizona.com/index_national.html#subnav_faqs. 
5 FTC Policy Statement on Deception; see Cliffdale Associates, Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110, 176 (1984), reprinting as 
appendix letter dated Oct. 14, 1983, from the Commission to The Honorable John D. Dingell, Chairman, Committee 
on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives. 



Sunday morning would feature a Froot Loop fruit feast.  Then my wife gave me a look.  What?  

There is no fruit?  But it says ... what?  They spell it says “Froot??”  Wow.  Clever.  As this may 

be a new angle to advise our clients, I e-mailed La Toya again, asking her to see if FDA or FTC 

has any exceptions to the prohibition against false or misleading labeling if you just spell the 

words in a funny way.  I am thinking “Kancer Flakes” or “Toona Fish.”   

 

Turns out I wasn’t the only one shocked to find out that those little circles of happiness were not 

actually made from fruit.  There have been at least three lawsuits filed in California by 

“consumers” who, like me, thought that there was actual fruit in those loops.  In two of the cases, 

the judges held that use of the word “Froot” cannot reasonably be interpreted as implying the 

product contained real fruit, partially because of its spelling and partially because fruit does not 

come in loops.6  The third case, filed in April 2010, is still pending.7       

 

Other people in California apparently thought that “Crunchberries” in Cap’n Crunch cereal were 

real fruit!   They sued the manufacturer under California’s Unfair Competition Law,8 arguing 

that it had engaged in a deceptive act through the labeling of its cereal box. 9  The first case was 

dismissed in May 2009.  In dismissing the case, the judge reasoned: 

In this case . . . while the challenged packaging contains the word “berries” it does so 
only in conjunction with the descriptive term “crunch.”  This Court is not aware of, nor 
has Plaintiff alleged the existence of, any actual fruit referred to as a “crunchberry.”  
Furthermore, the “Crunchberries” depicted on the [box] are round, crunchy, brightly-
colored cereal balls, and the [box] clearly states both that the Product contains 

                                                 
6 See Videtto v. Kellogg USA, 2009 WL 1439086 (E.D. Cal. 2009); McKinnis v. Kellogg USA, 2007 WL 4766060 
(C.D. Cal. 2007). 
7 Complaint for Injunctive Relief, Restitution and Damages, Werbel v. Kellogg USA, CV 10 1660 (N.D. Cal. April 
19, 2010). 
8 California Business and Professions Code Sections 17200 through 17209. 
9 Werberl v. Pepsico, Inc., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7628 (N.D. Cal. 2010); Sugawara v. Pepsico, Inc., 2009 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 43127 (E.D. Cal. 2009). 



“sweetened corn & oat cereal” and that the cereal is “enlarged to show texture.” Thus, a 
reasonable consumer would not be deceived into believing that the Product in the instant 
case contained a fruit that does not exist. . . . So far as this Court has been made aware, 
there is no such fruit growing in the wild or occurring naturally in any part of the world.10 

The judge was apparently not happy that the case was brought at all.  When holding that he 

would not allow the plaintiff the normal time to submit an amended complaint after the case was 

dismissed, he wrote:  “The survival of the instant claim would require this Court to ignore all 

concepts of personal responsibility and common sense.  This Court has no intention of allowing 

that to happen.”11 

I mean come on.  Even I knew that there is no real fruit called a “Crunchberry.”  It’s just like a 

“kumquat.”12 

 

If the FDA had definitions or standards for using the terms ‘Froot” or “Crunchberry,” on food 

product labels, then these cases may have been dismissed on Federal preemption grounds.  For 

example, consumers recently sued Quaker Oats’ (“Quaker”) arguing that they were mislead as to 

the health value of Quaker’s “Chewy” brand granola bar labels because of label statements such 

as  “wholesome”  and “0 gram trans fats.”13  They alleged it the trans fat claim was false and 

misleading under state law because even though the product contains hydrogenated vegetable oil.  

Quaker argued that FDA regulations allowed to make such a claim because any level of trans fat 

that falls below 0.5 gram per serving must be rounded down to zero.  In its October 2010 

decision, the court agreed with Quaker, finding that the plaintiffs’ state law claims sought to 

                                                 
10 Sugawara, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43127, at 9-12. 
11 Id. at 14. 
12 My apologies to kumquats and their supporters for that joke.  Please support kumquats.  Visit:  
http://www.kumquatgrowers.com. 
13 Chacanaca v. The Quaker Oats Co., No. C 10-0502 RS (N.D. Cal. Oct. 14, 2010). 



impose a non-identical burden that would conflict with federal law and dismissed that claim.14  

However, the plaintiff’s were allowed to proceed with its challenge based on claims not 

regulated by the FDA, like “wholesome.” 

 

In addition to potential enforcement by the FDA and FTC, and lawsuits by consumers, a 

company can also be sued by a competitor for false or misleading claims.  Getting back to  

geographic origin claims, while I am not a rum drinker (see above), a recent a case centered on 

the fact that Bacardi USA, Inc.’s (“Bacardi”) “Havana Club” rum was made in Puerto Rico, not 

Cuba.  Pernod Ricard USA, LLC (“Pernod”), a distributor of competing rums, sued Bacardi 

under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act (“Section 43(a)”),15 alleging that the name “Havana 

Club” was a false and misleading statement concerning the geographic origin of the product.16 

 

To prevail under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, a plaintiff is  required to prove: (1) the 

defendant had made false or misleading statements; (2) there was actual deception or at least a 

tendency to deceive a substantial portion of the intended audience; (3) the deception is “material” 

in that it is likely to influence purchasing decisions; (4) the representation at issue was used in 

commerce; and (5) there is a likelihood of injury to the plaintiff in terms of declining sales, loss 

of market share, or loss of good will.17 

 

In its April 2010 decision, the court discussed the fact that what constitutes actionable 

misrepresentation of geographic origin under the Lanham Act has not been well established.  It 

                                                 
14 Id. at 12. 
15 15 U.S.C. 1125(a). 
16 Pernod Ricard USA LLC v. Bacardi U.S.A., Inc., 702 F. Supp. 2d 238 (D. Del. 2010). 
17 15 U.S.C. 1125(a)(1)(B); Pernod Ricard, 702 F. Supp at 247. 



could mean either a false or misleading statement about where a product was produced, or the 

geographic “heritage” of a product.  Under either theory, however, the Court held that Pernod did 

not prove its case.  With respect to a misrepresentation as to where it was produced, the Court 

found that in addition to the “Havana Club” brand name, the label of the product clearly stated 

that is a “Puerto Rican Rum and that it was “Crafted in Puerto Rico.”  With those elements, the 

Court found that the label “clearly and truthfully provides the origin of defendant’s rum, and is 

not deceptive.”   

 

As for the brand name being deceptive with respect to the heritage of the product, the Court also 

found that the evidence was on the side of Bacardi.  The evidence included the fact that Bacardi 

was originally a Cuban company, and that the recipe and rights for the product had been acquired 

from a Cuban, family-owned company.  The Court was not swayed by Pernod’s argument that 

changes to the original product’s formula and manufacturing processes annulled the rum’s 

history or heritage, finding that it is still “derived primarily” from the Cuban family’s recipe.18  

Thus, the Court concluded, that the Havana Club labels were not false or misleading with respect 

to the geographic origin of the product.19 

 

To see if the court got this one right, I asked my middle daughter, who we call D-SHEA (I 

always thought that was a pretty acronym), where she thought “Havana Club” rum was from.  

She told me I was weird. 

 

                                                 
18 Pernod Ricard, 702 F. Supp at 252. 
19 Id. at 253. 



All of this got me thinking again.  I agree that reasonable consumers would not think that all 

Manhattan clam chowders are made in New York, that there is actual fruit in Froot Loops, that 

there are field of Cruchberries dotting the countryside, or that Havana Club Puerto Rican Rum is 

made in Cuba.  However, other words or images may not be as obvious.  What should a marketer 

do when it is not sure?   

 

I was thinking about that while sipping my second martini.  My oldest daughter, who we call 

FIFRA (another pretty acronym), asked why I was having another drink.  I replied “Daddy needs 

his ‘medicine’,” and made finger quotes when I said “medicine.”  That’s it!  What if the rules 

were changed so that there is a safe harbor for any word or phrase in quotation marks!  After all, 

that is the universal way to indicate to people that you do not really mean what you are saying.  

Just think of it!  With “Real” Fruit!   All “Safe” Ingredients!  Tested On “People.” Wait, was 

that my second martini or my third? 

 

I decided to refine that idea another day.  It was time to get D-SHEA, FIFRA, and little FDAMA 

home to bed.  Good thing my wife was driving.     
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Puffery is commonly defined as  
“publicity or acclaim that is full 
of undue or exaggerated praise.”1 

Commercial entities use puffery as a 
key marketing strategy allowing them 
to advertise their product as “the best,” 
“the better choice” or even “the world’s 
most effective.” Some obvious ques-
tions come to mind such as, “How do 
we know if this product is really the best 
or the better choice?” or “Are there any 
measuring guidelines that manufactures 
must undertake in order to advance 
such claims?” The use of such boastful 
claims may fall within the realm of false 
advertising and be governed by section 
43(a) of the Lanham Act.2 Furthermore, 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
and the National Advertising Division 
(NAD) of the Council of Better Business 
Bureaus also provide guidelines for what 
companies may include within their 
marketing schemes.

This article provides insight as to 
which kinds of claims are generally 
accepted while advertising a product 
and which claims require the presence 
of further substantiation, whether it 
is scientific data or results determined 
through consumer surveys.

Federal Courts
The Lanham Act establishes a distinct, 

two-part standard with respect to false 

advertising practices. This standard 
includes: 1) whether or not the manu-
facturer has made a false or misleading 
representation of fact,3 and 2) whether 
the misrepresentation of fact is likely to

confuse and/or deceive the general 
public.4 The false or misleading represen-
tation of fact may either be literally false 
or implicitly conveying a false impres-
sion.5 Moreso, the statements at issue 
must be quantifiable and capable of being 
proven false using scientific methods.6 
A representation by a manufacturer that 
does not fall into one of the two afore-
mentioned categories and cannot be 
scientifically measured may be charac-
terized as non-actionable puffery. The 
Third and Ninth Circuits define puffery 
as “exaggerated advertising, blustering 
and boasting upon which no reasonable 
buyer would rely.”7

The 9th Circuit in Southland deter-
mined that a claim that “Less is More” 
with respect to fertilizer seeds was 
non-actionable puffery on the basis that 
no reasonable buyer would assume such 

a claim to be actually true. On the other 
hand, the court concluded that the defen-
dant’s “50 percent Less Mowing” claim 
is a specific and measurable element; its 
accuracy of which may be substantiated 
using scientific testing.

Similarly, in Pizza Hut, Inc. v. Papa 
John’s Intern., Inc.,8 the Fifth Circuit con-
cluded that in addition to the “exagger-
ated, blustering and boasting” definition 
established by the Third and Ninth Cir-
cuits, puffery could best be described as 
“a general claim of superiority over com-
parable products that is so vague that it 
can be understood as nothing more than 
a mere expression of opinion.”9 Papa 
John’s claim, “Better Ingredients. Better 
Pizza” was found to have epitomized the 
very type of boasting and exaggeration 
that companies are almost expected to 
advance while marketing their products. 
The court noted that both terms, “Better 
Ingredients” and “Better Pizza” were so 
generic in that they did not identify any 
specific reasons for “better” or did not 
offer any comparisons between their 
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product and a competitor’s.
The Ninth Circuit has also recognized 

claims that are highly subjective to be 
non-actionable puffery, noting that con-
sumers are far more likely to be deceived 
by specific assertions rather than general, 
vague or opinionated statements.10 Coin-
cidentally, statements that may be proven 
true or false through experimentation 
and thus are objective in nature are not 
considered non-actionable puffery and 
may be violative of the Lanham Act.11

The Federal Courts approach the 
puffery concept from a statutory stand-
point. Their analysis entails the applica-
tion of provisions of the Lanham Act 
to determine whether or not claims by 
manufacturers are misleading and likely 
to deceive the public. The courts have 
established a fairly lenient standard in 
which non-actionable puffery is classi-
fied as obviously exaggerated statements 
that are unlikely to mislead consumers, 
while statements that can be proven true 
or false are considered to be beyond the 
scope of puffery.

FTC and NAD
While the courts have engaged in a 

fair amount of discussion on “puffing,” 
the concept of non-actionable puffery 
is more eminent within the field of 
advertising and is closely scrutinized by 
the FTC and the NAD. NAD considers 
the following factors when determining 
the presence of puffery within any given 
advertisement: 1) whether the representa-
tions concern general matters that can-
not be proven or disproved, 2) whether 
the statements are distinguishable from 
representations of specific characteristics 
that are measurable by research or test, 
3) whether the wording uses expressions 
of opinion that will be discounted by the 
buyer.12

In the analysis of Vital Pharmaceuti-
cal’s (Vital) use of “The World’s Most 

Effective Energy Drinks” as an advertise-
ment slogan, NAD noted that the slogan 
was not correlated with any specific 
product performance claim. Vital mar-
keted their energy drinks as capable of 
enhancing moods, energy and fat loss; 
however, they never attributed perfor-
mance of their product to its world-wide 
rank in effectiveness. Thus, NAD certi-
fied Vital’s “general” use of “The World’s 
Most Effective” slogan on their website 
while also suggesting that such a claim 
should remain independent from any 
specific product attribute.

NAD continues to apply its three part 
test in determining which advertise-
ments amount to non-actionable puffery. 
In deciding whether W. Wrigley Jr. 
Company’s (Wrigley) use of “For Whiter 
Teeth, no matter what” was proper, NAD 
determined that reasonable consumers 
would not understand such a claim to 
be unconditional and without limits.13 
Wrigley’s slogan was thought to have 
been an obvious exaggeration that con-
sumers were unlikely to take seriously. 
Similarly, Dr Pepper Seven Up, Inc.’s 
use of “it tastes so good, you can feel it 
in your bones” was determined by NAD 
to be an obvious exaggeration of a new 
drink created with increased amounts of 
calcium.14 A reasonably prudent person 
would not purchase the drink expect-
ing to feel something in their bones. 
ConAgra Food’s claims that “Better 
Tomatoes Make Better Ketchup” and 
“Only the Best Tomatoes Grow Up to Be 
Hunt’s” were also found to be obvious 
exaggerations,15 with NAD noting that 
both statements were not only mere 
exaggerations, but both also made no 
reference to any quantifiable aspect of the 
Hunt’s Ketchup product.

In addition to classifying obvious 
exaggerations as non-actionable puffery, 
NAD also stresses the importance of 

separation between boastful claims and 
other quantifiable aspects of the mar-
keted product. For example, Metabolife 
International’s use of a “#1 in Weight 
Loss” claim was found by NAD to be 
misleading and therefore not puffery.16 
NAD determined that the claim “#1 in 
Weight Loss” appeared directly below 
and in close proximity to other product 
claims such as “Promotes Weight Loss” 
and “Increases Energy,” suggesting that 
“the #1” portion of the claim was also 
scientifically tested and proven along 
with the physical attributes of the prod-
uct. NAD also faced a similar scenario in 
their deliberations over Pom Wonderful’s 
(Pom) use of several claims for their new 
line of juices.17 Pom used “Cheat Death,” 
“Life Preserver,” “Outlive Your Spouse,” 
“Life Guard” amongst various other 
claims in efforts to project a healthy im-
age for their new beverage product. NAD 
determined that using these claims inde-
pendently may constitute non-actionable 
puffery. However, when combined 
with a statement describing the horrors 
of cancer, such claims would mislead 
consumers as to the relation between 
the marketed product and the treatment 
and/or prevention of cancer.

Finally, NAD puffery analysis entails 
a review of comparative product claims. 
NAD recognizes that effective market-
ing campaigns require manufacturers 
to set their products apart from their 
competitors and thus recognize certain 
comparative claims as non-actionable 
puffery. Liability for unfair trade practice 
may arise when the comparative claims 
directly identify certain competitors 
and address various characteristics of 
the competitor’s products. Brigham, Inc. 
used a “taste the best at a sensible price” 
slogan in a photo advertisement depict-
ing its product alongside the product of 
many of its competitors.18 NAD deter-
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mined that when using a comparative 
claim that identifies certain competitors, 
the factors being compared (i.e., price, 
taste, appearance) may be objectively 
quantified. Thus, Brigham’s use of this 
claim required further substantiation 
and was not classified as non-actionable 
puffery. On the other hand, Beech Nut 
Corporations’ use of the comparative 
claim “Beech-Nut is a better choice” for 
their baby food products was determined 
by NAD to be non-actionable puffery.19

Beech-Nut’s decision to not include 
a competitor’s product in their ad-
vertisement as a basis for comparison 
distinguished their slogan from that of 
Brigham’s.

NAD and FTC closely scrutinize 
various marketing and advertising 
campaigns advanced by manufactur-
ers. When determining whether or 
not any given advertisement is false or 
misleading, NAD looks to the degree 

of exaggeration of the claim as well as 
the presence of any quantifiable aspect 
within those fantastic claims (see Table 1 
below for NAD examples and analysis). 
Claims which a reasonable purchaser is 
unlikely to take seriously are considered 
non-actionable puffery, while claims that 
may be proven true or false are generally 
not considered non-actionable puffery.

Conclusion
It is well understood that manufactur-

ers seek to distinguish their products 
from their competitors’ in hopes that 
they capture a substantial share of their 
particular market. However, various 
guidelines imposed by the courts, FTC 
and NAD limit the extent to which 
manufacturers can boast about their 
products. As a general principle, those 
statements that are so generic or exag-
gerated and are unlikely to deceive the 
public are ones that will be freely used as 

non-actionable puffery. Statements that 
require substantiation or assert superior-
ity as to specific ingredients or perfor-
mance attributes of a product cannot be 
freely used and may be liable under the 
Lanham Act. Ultimately, a successful 
“puffer” will be one whose statements 
flirt both with an appropriate amount of 
sincerity towards their consumer while 
also incorporating extreme, outrageous 
exaggerations that are sure to grab the 
consumer’s attention.  
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Claim Type

Exaggerated/
Boastful

Comparative Advertisement 
that Identifies Competitors

Comparative Advertisement 
that Identifies Measurable 
Attributes

Language Placed Near  
Product Performance or  
Disease Prevention Claims

Analysis

Can it be proven true or false?

Is it so vague that no one will 
take it as a fact?

Does the manufacturer 
identify competitors or certain 
aspects of the competitor’s 
product?

Does the manufacturer claim 
that a certain attribute of 
their product is better than a 
specific attribute of another 
product?

Is the exaggerated claim 
located in proximity to other 
quantifiable claims of the 
product?

Puffery

“America’s Favorite Pasta”20 
“America’s Best Loved Coffee”21 

“The Earth’s Most Comfort-
able Shoes”22 

“Beech-Nut is a better 
choice”26

“Better Ingredients. Better 
Pizza.”28 (when not identifying 
any specific ingredients)

“World’s Most Effective Energy 
Drinks”32 (found on top of 
product website and not next 
to any performance claims of 
any product)

Not Puffery

The Antioxidant  
Superpower”23 
“Trusted by Moms”24

“Leading Brand”25

“Taste the Best at a Sensible 
Price”27 (depicted next to three 
competitor products)

“tastes most like butter  
even better”29 
“the best compact coffee 
solution”30

“discover the better taste  
of Progresso”31

“Cheat Death”
“Life Preserver”33

The New Shape of Protection” 
(found next to a statement 
describing the horrors of 
Cancer)

Table 1: Examples from NAD Decisions
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FDA Issues Controversial Draft 
Guidance on New Dietary Ingredients
By Ashish Talati and Abhishek Gurnani

the Code of Federal Regulations1, in both interpreting Section 
8 of DSHEA and preparing NDI notifications for submission 
to FDA.  

Dietary Supplement Health and Education 
Act (DSHEA) of 1994 

DSHEA amended the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C 
Act) to include a requirement that at least 75 days before 
introducing a new dietary ingredient into interstate commerce, 
information be submitted to FDA supporting the conclusion 
that the product will reasonable be expected to be safe.2  A new 
dietary ingredient was first defined in DSHEA as “a dietary 

Introduction
Dietary supplements are regulated by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) pursuant to the Dietary Supplement 
Health and Education Act (DSHEA) of 1994.  While DSHEA 
outlines specific criteria pertaining to the marketing of dietary 
supplements including labeling, good manufacturing practices 
(GMPs), and product statements and claims, it offers little 
guidance on new dietary ingredients and the new dietary 
ingredient notification process.  As a result, submitters of NDI 
notifications have relied heavily on industry commentary, 
feedback from FDA, and basic regulatory guidelines listed in 
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ingredient that was not marketed in the 
United States before October 15, 1994.”3  
Ingredients that were present in the food 
supply as an article used for food in a 
form in which the food has not been 
chemically altered are not considered 
“new dietary ingredients” and thus are 
not subject to notification requirements.4  

While DSHEA outlined the safety 
standard by which FDA would review 
new dietary ingredients, it did not specify 
what type of information could be sup-
plied to FDA in order to support a con-
clusion that the dietary ingredient will 
reasonably be expected to be safe.  Basic 
requirements for premarket notifications 
are also provided in the Code of Federal 
Regulations, Title 21, Section 190.6 which 
sets forth when a notification must be 
submitted, basic content requirements 
for a notification, and administrative 
information regarding FDA’s review of 
submitted notifications.  The industry, 
for nearly 20 years, simply relied on FDA 
feedback regarding previous notifications 
and 21 CFR 190.6 in drafting their NDI 
notifications.

A Significant Development 
in Dietary Supplement 
Regulation

A significant development in dietary 
supplement regulation occurred in July 
of 2011 with the release of FDA’s draft 
guidance on NDI notifications.  Section 
113(b) of the Food Safety Modernization 
Act (FSMA) required FDA to release de-
tailed guidance on when and how a new 
dietary ingredient notification must be 
submitted to FDA.5  The draft guidance 
provides valuable insight for industry 
including when a dietary supplement 
ingredient is considered a NDI, when the 
manufacturer or distributor of a dietary 
ingredient or dietary supplement should 
submit a NDI notification to FDA, the 
evidence needed to document the safety 

of a NDI, and appropriate methods for 
establishing the identity of a NDI. 

The issuance of this draft guidance on 
NDI notifications is a significant step for-
ward in the advancement of food safety.  
However, an overwhelming majority 
of industry members have expressed 
concerns with FDA’s draft guidance, 
noting that the guidance, if finalized as 
is, would not only detrimentally impact 
the industry, but also flood FDA with an 
insurmountable workflow.

Implications of FDA’s Draft 
Guidance on Industry

The industry believes that the draft 
guidance interprets the NDI notification 
requirement in DSHEA to be supple-
ment-specific, while years of Agency 
feedback and actions in response to pre-
viously submitted notification reveals an 
ingredient-specific interpretation of the 
NDI notification requirement by FDA.  A 
requirement that each new supplement 
be subject to notification would result 
in duplicate notifications to FDA where 
a company may use the same NDI in a 
number of its dietary supplement prod-
ucts.  FDA would be forced to review 
safety data that it would have already 
assessed in a previous NDI notification 
submitted by the same company.

Other industry comments note that 
the draft guidance significantly heightens 
the safety standard by requiring safety 
studies and evidence that would be used 
to establish the safety of food additives, 
also in direct contradiction to DSHEA.  
DSHEA established a separate regulatory 
category for dietary supplements and 
specifically exempted dietary ingredients 
from being regulated as food additives.

Most importantly, the industry 
contends that with the draft guidance, 
FDA seeks to expand its definition of 
“new dietary ingredient” by redefining 
what constitutes “chemical alteration” 

without following rulemaking proce-
dures outlined in the Administrative 
Procedures Act.6  A number of manufac-
turing processes that were once thought 
to be minor by the industry are now 
considered by FDA to be processes that 
result in a new dietary ingredient subject 
to notification.7 

The industry believes that the draft 
guidance, if finalized as is, would severely 
disrupt the dietary supplement market, 
with the imposition of unnecessary bur-
dens, both on industry as well as FDA, 
which would stall innovation and inhibit 
economic growth and competitiveness.  
FDA’s altered interpretation of DSHEA 
represented in its draft guidance would 
effectively designate thousands of dietary 
supplements that have been marketed for 
years as adulterated. 

Members of the dietary supplement 
industry including ingredient manufac-
turers, trade associations, and various 
consultants, including attorneys for the 
industry, submitted comments to the 
draft guidance.  It is the industry’s hope 
that FDA will take all comments into 
serious consideration when finalizing the 
guidance.  In the past, FDA has included 
systematic responses to public comments 
and clearly provided its reasoning for 
finalizing a certain regulation or regula-
tory requirement.  Ultimately the goal 
for both FDA and industry is consumer 
safety, so industry-agency cooperation is 
imperative in finalizing the guidance.   

Conclusion
This year will prove to be significant in 

terms of the regulation of dietary supple-
ments as FDA seeks to finalize guidance 
on new dietary ingredients notifications 
that will not only apprise the industry of 
key requirements of notification but also 
remain in line with established legisla-
tion as well as previous Agency interpre-
tations of the regulations.  With thou-
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sands of comments filed being reviewed 
by FDA, there is no set timeframe for 
when the draft guidance will be final-
ized.  However, 2012 will certainly be an 
important year for new dietary ingredi-
ents and dietary supplement regulation 
as industry awaits further clarification 
of the draft guidance and submits NDI 
notifications to FDA.  
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